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ABSTRACT 
 
The principal aim of this study was to assess the dividend behavior of firms in the 
group of countries named CIVETS, which is formed from the initials of the 
countries of Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and South Africa. These 
countries are characterized by their highly economically developing markets. As it 
is widely noticed, developing countries offer high dividend yields in an attempt to 
attract institutional investors; and, even if they have great need of financing for 
investing, they do not cut dividends sharply, because they will lose investors. 
Thus, they choose to follow a more smoothed dividend policy, in order to adjust 
variations in dividend payments to the variations in earnings streams. 
Specifically, this study tests the presence of dividend smoothing by implementing 
two alternative measures of smoothing based on the Lintner’s model (1956). For 
this purpose, 472 firms listed on the Colombian, Indonesian, Vietnamese, 
Egyptian, Turkish and South Africa’s Stock Exchange were investigated over a 21-
year period, from 1990-2011. 
The empirical results of this study show evidence that CIVETS companies pay 
smoothed dividends. However, the degree of dividend smoothing differs among 
CIVETS countries. Finally, the outcome indicates that the Lintner’s dividend 
smoothing model does not fully explain the dividend behavior in CIVETS 
countries. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The topic of dividend policy is one of the most enduring issues in modern 
corporate finance. A wide range of firm and market characteristics have been 
proposed as potentially important in determining dividend policy, as there is a 
great number of competing theoretical approaches to dividend policy. Another 
phenomenon closely related to dividend policy, which also seems to be an 
important puzzle, is dividend smoothing. During the last decades several 
researches have been conducted to provide broad empirical evidence that firms 
smooth their dividends. However, explanations for dividend smoothing have 
proved rather elusive, as the main factors influencing the degree of dividend 
smoothing is a matter of intense debate for the academics, the managers and the 
shareholders. The smoothness of corporate dividends relative to earnings and 
cash flows was principally studied by Lintner (1956). In his early empirical 
research, Lintner developed a model of dividend policy in which he proposed that 
firms adjust their dividends slowly to maintain a target long-run payout ratio. 
One motivation for this partial adjustment, suggested by Miller and Modigliani 
(1961), is that managers base their dividend decisions on their perception of the 
permanent component of earnings, and avoid adjusting dividends based on 
temporary or cyclical fluctuations. Such a policies lead to dividend payouts that 
have much lower volatility than earnings over short time horizons. On the other 
hand, Modigliani and Miller (1961) showed that if capital markets are perfect, 
then dividend policy is considered to be irrelevant. However, dividend policy 
makers find it difficult to reconcile with the stock price reaction to dividend 
changes and with the empirical fact that the market imperfections are 
economically significant and important drivers of corporate financial policy. 
Another key difficulty in providing a theoretical model for optimal smoothing 
dividend policy has to do with the investment policy and optimal leverage or cash 
position of the firm that may lead to non-smooth behavior. In accordance to the 
standard trade-off theory of capital structure and payout policy, the firms should 
maintain a target level of leverage that balances the tax benefits of financing with 
the potential costs of financial distress.  
Furthermore, it is generally noticed that theories of why firms smooth their 
dividends are rather limited and primarily based on either asymmetric 
information or agency considerations. Other studies suggest smoothing may be 
related to external financing costs or tax planning. In general, the asymmetric 
information models imply that firms which face more uncertainty and greater 
information asymmetry tend to smooth more. Additionally, dividend smoothing 
may also arise from an effort to avoid costly external finance. As far as agency-
based models are concerned, it is proved that there is a positive relationship 
between smoothing and the level of dividends, and between smoothing and the 
severity of the free cash flow problem. 
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 The empirical work on dividend smoothing behavior has generally been focused 
on developed stock markets such as the US. The examination of dividend 
smoothing in emerging stock markets has been much more limited. What is 
more, firms and market characteristics that may influence dividend policy, and 
therefore smoothing of dividends, may actually be more possible to be present in 
developing markets than in developed ones. This fact provided the central 
motivation for the present study, which seeks to empirically examine whether 
dividend smoothing phenomenon is evident in other economies with significantly 
different features. Another objective of this research is to contribute to the 
relative literature by providing a detailed analysis of dividend policy in emerging 
markets that have been poorly analyzed until recently. In particular, the area 
under investigation is Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and South 
Africa, which are designed as a group of developing countries named “CIVETS” in 
2009. With many developed countries facing nowadays economic distress due to 
financial economic crises worldwide, CIVETS countries are being targeted as a 
group of emerging economies that are most likely to experience sustained 
growth. The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) forecasts annual growth rates 
averaging 4.9% for the CIVETS countries over the next two decades. The main 
characteristics of CIVETS members are a growing, very young population on 
average under 27 year-old that is technologically sophisticated and consumption-
driven. Additionally, their economies are perceived to have relatively 
sophisticated financial systems and not to be over-reliant on any one industrial 
sector. Although CIVETS countries differ widely politically and they are 
geographically spread around the world, their geopolitical importance is already 
evident. Consequently, institutional investors and multinational corporations are 
willing to invest in these markets by taking advantage of the very promising 
growth prospects.  
In general, emerging markets are considered to have several similar 
characteristics, and therefore, corporate dividend smoothing behavior in the 
group of countries, the CIVETS, may potentially share some important similarities 
with other emerging markets. Consequently, the findings of such a new emerging 
market study could form the basis of future comparative research into other 
emerging markets. Additionally, such findings may provide the basis for reflection 
on empirical research in developed markets as well. For this purpose, this study 
examined a time-series data of 472 firms listed on the Colombian, Indonesian, 
Vietnamese, Egyptian, Turkish and South Africa’s Stock Exchange for a 21-year 
period, from 1990 to 2011.  
In an attempt to assess the degree of dividend smoothing in CIVETS countries, 
two alternative measures derived from the Lintner’s model (1956) were used.  
These measures are the speed of adjustment of dividend payments to the target 
long-run payout ratio (SOA) and the Relative Volatility, which measures the 
variations of dividend payments relative to the variations of earnings streams. 
The first one is widely used in the relative literature, while the latter measure is a 
new metric, which is not widely known. However, it is used to this analysis in an 
attempt to compare and ensure the upcoming results, and in an effort to provide 
new insights in empirical researches that will follow. 
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 The empirical results of this study demonstrate that CIVETS companies pay 
smoothed dividends. However, the degree of dividend smoothing was 
determined to be different among the CIVETS countries. In addition, the results 
indicate that CIVETS companies smooth their dividends in a lesser degree 
compared to the results presented in the Lintner’s study for the US firms (1956). 
Finally, the outcome indicates that Lintner’s dividend smoothing model does not 
fully explain the dividend behavior in CIVETS countries. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section two, an analytical 
approach for the CIVETS countries is presented. This part aims to justify the 
reasons for which this market was chosen for investigation. In section three, a 
review of the related existing literature takes place. In the fourth section, there is 
a brief discussion about the models we implemented in this analysis. Continuing 
to section five, there is a presentation of the procedures we used in order to 
research to the final data sample. Finally, section six presents the empirical 
outcomes, by providing comparative statistics and econometric tests. The final 
section summarizes shortly this study.  
 
DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATION AREA 
 
CIVETS is an acronym given to a relatively new designed group of countries with 
growing economies. In detail, CIVETS is formed from Colombia, Indonesia, 
Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and South Africa and is considered as the most powerful 
long-term investment opportunity nowadays. This group of six countries is 
expected to be the next key emerging markets which could potentially rise 
sharply in economic terms over the coming decades. Looking through the global 
growth story, led by key emerging market countries, when countries get grouped 
together for economic or political purposes, an acronym or another shorthand 
term is widely used. OPEC, EU and G7 are some older examples, while G20, PIIGS 
(European nations with dangerously large sovereign debt burdens), and of course 
BRICs are the newer ones. What is more, after the undeniably dynamic growth of 
the BRIC countries during the last decade, which is also an acronym for the 
emerging economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China, CIVETS represents the new 
BRICs investment potential especially for institutional investors, indicating the 
new fastest growing emerging economies in the decade to come.                                
The term emerging markets usually refers to nations with social or business 
activity in the process of rapid growth and industrialization. This business activity 
does not necessarily has to do only with geographic or economic strength, it also 
has to do with countries  that are considered to be in a transitional phase from 
being economically developing to economically developed ones, such as the 
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United States, Western Europe, and Japan. Emerging markets are supposed to 
provide greater potential for profit, since they usually experience faster 
economic growth, as it is measured by GDP. However, the prospects of high 
returns investments in emerging markets involve much greater amount of risk. 
Major risks have to do with political instability, corruption, lack of transparency, 
domestic infrastructure problems, currency volatility and limited equity 
opportunities due to domestic privately held large companies. Furthermore, local 
stock exchanges may not offer the adequate liquidity to outside investors. 
Investing in CIVETS countries also poses critics of vital importance. Some analysts 
believe that CIVETS countries have nothing in common beyond their youthful 
population. However, each one of the CIVETS countries suffers from high 
volatility and political risk, such as currency fluctuations, insufficient corporate 
governance, down-graded credit rating and major social unrest. Finally, nobody 
can guarantee that a country will undeniably move from the less developed state 
to a more developed one, as it is the general trend worldwide, without thinking 
the reverse outcome as well. Recent surveys showed that the majority of 
corporate executives, investors and business leaders would be interested in 
doing business with multinational corporations in the CIVETS countries. Investors 
are also attracted by low labor and production costs and the countries' growing 
domestic markets.  
 
 
 
Individual investors could invest in emerging markets by buying several financial 
products linked to emerging markets. Especially, HSBC Global Asset Management 
launched the first fund specifically targeting these countries, the HSBC GIF CIVETS 
fund, in 2011. The CIVETS fund is expected to gain long-term returns from capital 
growth and income by primarily investing in a well-diversified portfolio of 
equities from the stock exchanges of the CIVETS countries. At the first place, 
early numbers suggest that CIVETS investors do have good prospects, as the S&P 
CIVETS 60 index, is ahead of two other emerging markets indexes, the S&P BRIC 
40 and S&P Emerging BMI during the last three years. Additionally, in 2007 S&P 
CIVETS 60 index was also established, involving the top 10 performing stocks on 
each local exchange, in sectors like consumer goods, financial services, telecoms 
and energy. Indeed, the CIVETS nations seem to have highly interesting prospect 
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to outperform the now well established BRIC emerging 
markets, as it is a fact that over the past five years, CIVETS 
equities outperformed not only global emerging markets 
equities but the BRIC equities as well.  
From this perspective, the CIVETS group of countries 
seems to have a very promising future, as each country has large, young and 
growing population, on average 27-year-old, suggesting that overall development 
could be succeeded through education, rising domestic consumption and fast 
growing economic trends. In other words, emerging economies experience rapid 
industrialization, non-traditional behavior, and they seem to quickly adopt new 
products, services and innovations in technologies and platforms. Additionally, 
they all  
have dynamic and diversified economies that are not much heavily dependent on 
external demand, showing no trading imbalances. Each of the CIVETS countries 
has a relatively strong and dynamic economy without extreme dependence on 
external demand or commodity exports that characterize some parts of the 
emerging world. These countries also have a relatively low level of public debt as 
well as corporate and household debt. In addition, they did not experience the 
high levels of inflation that took place in the developed world recently. Finally, 
the increasing interest on investing in CIVETS countries has a positive impact on 
their political stability (Elliot Wilson and Ben Schiller, 2011). 
It is worth mentioning that CIVETS group was named after a mammal that has a 
general appearance mostly like a cat, found in some of the countries. In 
particular, “civet” is the common name used for a variety of different carnivorous 
mammalian species. However, in general civet is a small-bodied, nocturnal 
mammal native to tropical Asia and Africa, living especially in tropical forests. 
Although most of the species diversity is found in south-east Asia, the most well-
known civet species is the African Civet, (Civettictis civetta), which historically has 
been the main species from which was obtained a musky scent used in 
perfumery. The word “civet” may also refer to the distinctive musky scent 
produced by the animals, which is more commonly encountered by humans. The 
civet produces a musk (also called civet) highly valued as a fragrance and 
stabilizing agent for perfume. Another even more surprising usage of civet’s musk 
has to do with coffee as well.  
Kopi Luwak, also known as caphe cut chon or fox-dung coffee in Vietnam and 
kape alamid in the Philippines, is a cherished kind of coffee that is prepared by 
coffee beans that have been previously eaten and partially digested by the Asian 
Palm Civet, and then harvested from its fecal matter. The civets digest the flesh 
of the coffee cherries but pass the beans inside, leaving their stomach enzymes 
to go to work on the beans, which adds to the coffee's prized aroma and flavor. 
The new coffee beans, provided by the animal, are considered to be smooth, 
chocolaty, as does not have any bitter aftertaste like the usual coffee beans. 
What is more, only around 1,000 pounds (450 kg) of civet coffee make it to the 
market each year, and 1 pound (0.45 kg) can cost up to $600 in some parts of the 
world (www.wikipedia.com). 
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As it was mentioned above, Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and 
South Africa are destined to be a group of emerging economies that the 
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) in 2009 referred to as the next big bet for 
growth. So far, they have not disappointed, as the forecasts annual growth rates 
averaging 4.9% for the CIVETS countries over the next two decades, compared 
with 1.8% for the rich G7 nations. One significant factor of CIVETS members is a 
growing population that is young with a median age of 27, and particularly in 
Egypt is just 24 year-old, compared to the median ages in the US and UK, which 
are 37 and 40 respectively. 
 Widely spread around the world, the CIVETS countries are not a formal grouping, 
nor do they have any shared political identity. However, they do share a number 
of similarities: Their economies are perceived to have relatively sophisticated 
financial systems and not to be over reliant on any industrial sector. Although 
CIVETS countries differ widely politically, their geopolitical importance is already 
evident. For instance Turkey connects Asia and Europe and it targets an EU 
membership. In addition, Egypt had a pivotal role in the Arab Spring movement. 
 At this point, we are going to thoroughly examine each nation separately. 
Starting with Columbia, as the acronym goes, which is the third-most populous 
nation in Latin America after Brazil and Mexico, the country seems to be already 
an attractive target for foreign investment. First of all, improved security 
measures have led to a 90% decline in kidnappings and a 46% drop in the murder 
rate over the past decade, which has left the countries’ terrorism issues in the 
past. During the last five years, government policies have also played significant 
role as well. Particularly, the president Juan Manuel Santos, who was elected in 
2010, has successfully continued the center-right policies of the former president 
Alvaro Uribe, promoting further security within the country and attracting 
overseas investors. For example, social stability and job creation have been 
supported by new government business rules that encouraged companies to 
invest in and develop the oil resources and infrastructure of the country. As a 
result, foreign direct investment reached the amount of $6.8 billion in 2010, with 
the U.S. as leading investor. 
 It is worth mentioning that Columbia is the third largest exporter of oil to the US. 
What is more, with a population of 46 million, Columbia has always been a 
dynamic economy with some key industries. Apart from its substantial oil 
resources, the country has coal, cement, gold, natural gas deposits, nickel and 
emeralds, fresh flowers and coffee, textiles, beverages and chemicals as well. In 
particular, its economy grew 4.3% in 2010, compared to the US which grew only 
2.8% , indicating that the country now has a stable and growing economy. In the 
meanwhile, Colombia's sovereign debt was promoted to investment grade by all 
three rating agencies that year. Finally, as resources prices are likely to trend 
upwards due to the increasing Chinese and Indian demand, it is seems natural 
that the country's agricultural and natural-resources offer huge opportunities for 
a further boost of the Columbian market. Moreover, the U.S.-Colombia Free 
Trade Agreement in 2011, leads to the same direction as Columbian products is 
about to gain free-trade access, pushing the mining, machinery, corporate and 
engineering training, renewable energy, infrastructure, environmental 
consultancy work and water treatment to expand even faster.  
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As for Indonesia, with an estimated population of around 245 million people, is 
the fourth most populous country in the world and of course the largest member 
of the CIVETS group. Indonesia seems to have passed the global financial crisis 
much lighter than other countries, primarily due to its massive domestic 
consumption market. Its economy doubled during the past five years with a 
growing rate of 11% each year, for the period from 2006 to 2009. After growing 
4.5% in 2009, its economy grew with a rate above 6% in 2010 and it is predicted 
to stay above 6% in 2012 and 2013. It is of vital importance to mention that this 
growth was driven primarily by the private sector, not only by government 
spending, as the private sector consists of 90% of the country’s GDP. In addition, 
over the past five years, the average income has doubled to $2,350 per year and 
some analysts believe that it is about to increase further in the years to come. 
 As it can be easily understood, Indonesia’s demographics, natural resources and 
relatively stable political system have lead the country to be in a very strong 
phase of growth, along with the fact that it has already benefited from 
investments carried by the U.S., China and Japan. The increased investment 
interest is natural due to its labor competitiveness and its vast majority of 
educated manpower, which represents the lowest unit labor costs workforce in 
the whole Asia-Pacific region. Employment growth is an additional key factor, as 
half of the country’s population is 25 years old or even younger. This would also 
result in expanding consumption levels and general economic growth. On the 
other hand, there are some concerning factors related to the country, such as 
political and social stability and a widespread unacceptable level of corruption. 
Finally, another important thing is natural disaster, as Indonesia has about 150 
active volcanoes, which can plug the country at any time with devastating 
impacts on the economy. 
Continuing with Vietnam, it is important to mention that this country is smaller 
than the other CIVETS countries in economic terms. However, Vietnam has been 
one of the fastest-growing economies in the world for the past 20 years, after the 
enactment of Vietnam’s “doi moi” renovation policy in 1986 that committed the 
country’s authorities to increase economic liberalization and modernize the 
economy to produce more competitive, export-driven industries.  Despite the 
fact that the country is still under a communist government, Vietnam economy 
has been less centrally planned nowadays. Although, it became a member of the 
World Trade Organization in 2007, foreign investors still face significant 
obstacles. For example textiles and energy sectors can only be entered via a joint 
venture with a local partner, as Vietnamese economy remains dominated by 
state-owned enterprises that produce about 40% of GDP. Some analysts believe 
that Vietnam has developed more rapidly than the government can handle, 
which had also a negative effect. Additionally, some critics indicate that Vietnam 
was grouped in the CIVETS in order to make the acronym work. What is more, 
the HSBC fund has only a 1.5% target allocation to the country. Specifically, the 
fund’s managers have currently invested in Vietnam Dairy (Vinamilk) company in 
an attempt to be just benefited from Vietnam's 10% annual growth in demand 
for dairy products.  
On the other hand, Vietnam has already been targeted as a potentially profitable 
new manufacturing base in Asia, a comparable one to China, with foreign firms 
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and investors taking advantage of its relatively low labor costs. Its economy is 
41% industrial and it is estimated to grow further by a rate above 7% in 2013. In 
particular, the financial services market is growing rapidly, as the country offers 
great opportunities for touristic investments and hotel chains, management and 
intellectual property consultancy. Moreover, consumer goods are also a key 
factor for growth in combination with some other key industries such as science 
and technology, hydrology, renewable energy, advertising and marketing that 
also play major role. Finally, as China becomes more expensive for textile and 
apparel production, there is a trend for some brand name companies, such as 
Zara and Guess, to move their production infrastructure to Vietnam. 
 At this point, some worrying economic indicators of the country should be 
mentioned. First of all, the trade deficit, even if it was reduced since 2011, it has 
remained high at 7.7% of GDP. Another issue is its currency weakness as the 
domestic currency (Vietnamese Dong) continues to face downward pressure due 
to a persistent trade imbalance. What is more, inflationary pressures, with an 
estimated rate above 10%, and uncertainty related to interest rates are factors of 
vital importance. Obviously, in the long run the growth of the country is highly 
dependent of the economic policies that the government will take in an attempt 
to control inflation, interest rates and currency stability. 
As far as Egypt is concerned, for the time being, the country cannot be regarded 
as a growing economy. During 2011 political uncertainty caused economic 
growth to slow significantly, while it is likely that the country will not improve its 
economic prospects during 2012. In accordance with World Bank’s predictions, 
the growth of the economy is about 1% this year, compared to 5.2% during the 
last year and the pre-recession levels of 7% or more during the years of 2004 to 
2008, when Cairo aggressively pursued economic reforms in order to attract 
foreign investment and to increase GDP growth. It is worth noticing that despite 
the relatively high levels of economic growth in recent years, living conditions for 
the average Egyptian remains poor and the country has a high level of debt, 
almost 80% of its GDP. The economy is heavily government controlled, and has 
few natural resources. In the meanwhile, inflation is on the rise and rating 
agencies have downgraded the nation’s debt. However, the country has fast 
growing ports on the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, which potentially could 
develop as trade dynamics by connecting Europe and Africa. Moreover, it has a 
large young population with a median age of 25 and is now focusing on its vast 
available natural gas resources. Egypt’s economy is the largest in the Arab League 
bloc and it is believed that when the prospects for an Egyptian democracy 
become stabilized, Egypt will regain its growth by capitalizing its numerous 
advantages. Undoubtedly, the year of 2012 is still crucial for the country as it 
remains to be seen how investment-friendly the new government will be in an 
attempt to create a political stable and a certain investment environment. Finally, 
it is of vital importance to mention that there is a global positive perspective for 
the country’s future, as foreign capital is flooding into Egypt from global 
development banks and well-wishing national governments, which are keen to 
help and willing to benefit from a more democratic Egypt.  
Turkey has a population of more than 70 million with a mean age of 28.5 years 
and a strong economy as well. With GDP of $1.1 trillion in 2011, in economical 
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terms, Turkey is the largest member of the CIVETS group, the sixth largest 
economy in Europe and the 16th-largest economy worldwide. Additionally, since 
2002, the current government of Recep Erdogan has undertaken many reforms in 
order to strengthen the economy and democracy of the country. In 2005, Turkey 
began accession membership negotiations with the European Union and has 
already benefited from strong trading links and investment relations with the EU, 
without facing the constraints of the euro-zone or EU membership. Thus, 
economic development has been stabilized with controlled inflation and it has 
boosted foreign direct investments, initially from the US and the EU, and lately 
from the Middle East. As a consequence, the country was impacted in a lesser 
degree by the economic crisis than other neighboring countries. Moreover, as 
Europe still makes up more than half of Turkey’s exports, the current government 
has taken steps to increase exports to Middle East trading partners – Saudi 
Arabia, Iraq and Egypt – as a hedge against economic volatility in Europe. 
 Another positive factor has to do with the geographic location of Turkey, which 
is located between Europe and major energy producers in the Middle East, 
Caspian Sea and Russia. Although Turkey has relatively few natural resources of 
its own, its long-term growth prospects seems to be more than promising as it 
has a diversified economy as well as major natural gas pipeline projects which 
make it an important energy path between Europe and Central Asia. Moreover, 
Turkey’s per capita GDP is greater than that of the BRICs and its sovereign debt 
has fallen below 40% of GDP. In addition, its continuing strong growth has 
reduced inflation levels to 6.5% in 2011.  
On the other hand, there are some worrying sings of corruption and low 
regulatory standards that have delayed the aggressive privatization program in 
an attempt to reduce the state involvement in basic industries, such banking, 
transportations and communications. It remains to be seen how the new Turkish 
Commercial Code is going to be enforced this year in order to protect 
shareholders’ capital, corporate governance and transparency, as Turkish 
companies do not have the flexibility that a robust corporate governance and 
management reporting offers. Finally, rising political risk is another significant 
issue that concern foreign investors in Turkey, which is also a common cause for 
the volatility in Turkish market. What is more, deep social tensions between 
secularist and moderate Islamist institutions, pending issues over Cyprus, Human 
Rights, the issue of the Kurdish minority and the role of women and religious 
freedom concern the EU policy makers. 
In conclusion, the last member of our CIVETS analysis is South Africa. South Africa 
is the most developed country in Africa with a diversified economy, rich in 
natural resources like gold and platinum, which attracts foreign manufacturing 
investors. South Africa is a decent-sized economy, with almost 49 million people 
and a GDP of $562 billion for the year 2011. However, the country had the 
slowest growth of the CIVETS group in the last year, with a rate of 3.1%. 
Unfortunately, the nation has suffered extremely high levels of unemployment 
around 25%. However, inflation rate is in a more acceptable level, close to 5%. 
One of the strongest characteristics of the country is its well-developed business 
infrastructure. What is more, South Africa, is exercising influence by exporting its 
novel corporate governance requirements to the International Integrated 
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Reporting Council for business sustainability in relation to financial, legal and 
accounting standards for institutions. Mining, energy and chemical firms are 
potentially expected to experience long-term growth. On the other hand, there is 
a general labor issue in South Africa’s market. In particular, labor laws do not 
seem to be attractive for foreign investors, since they are not flexible. For 
instance, the government allows foreign workforce, from chemical engineers to 
senior bankers, to work in the country up to three years. After that, the firm can 
either transfer the job to a local citizen or apply for an intra-company work 
transfer permit to retain the foreign worker. But such permits are often hard to 
get. Additionally, apart from high unemployment level, the country faces 
problem with HIV/AIDS.  Overall, the nation’s socioeconomic future looks bright 
with a robust stock market, a strong regulatory system and respected political 
and institutional structures, which present it as an attractive place to invest in. 
 
THEORITICAL CONSIDERATION AND PRIOR RESEARCH  
 
A dividend policy is considered as a company's decision to distribute profits back 
to its owners or stockholders. During its growing phase, a company may decide 
not to pay dividends in order to re-invest its profits or retained earnings in the 
business. Large, well-established companies often pay dividends on a fixed 
schedule, but sometimes they also declare "special dividends." What is  more, 
dividend distribution is closely related to other significant decisions of how often 
and at what rate dividends should be distributed. Various models have been 
developed to help firms analyze and evaluate the perfect dividend policy, but 
each one concluded to different outcomes, supporting different theories. Despite 
the controversial nature of a dividend policy, which is often called the “dividend 
puzzle”, it is widely accepted that dividend announcements impact the 
perception of a company in financial markets, as the expectations of dividends by 
shareholders help them determine the share value, along with the fact that it 
may also have a direct impact on the stock price. Therefore, dividend policy is a 
significant decision taken by the financial managers of any company. One of the 
best-known dividend behaviors is the smoothing of firm’s dividends relative to 
earnings, which has also concerned numerous researchers over the past decades. 
Dividend smoothing is one of the most important puzzles in corporate finance 
and, thus we are going to investigate its presence in our CIVETS analysis. 
The behavior of dividend smoothing is one of the most stylized facts relevant to 
corporate payout policy. Smoothing behavior is associated with managerial 
resistance to deviations of actual dividends from the long-run sustainable target 
level or permanent earnings, which results in the stickiness of the dividends 
(Sokwon Kim et al., 2009). Therefore, one definition of dividend smoothing 
describes it as the phenomenon that dividend payout is determined not only by 
current earnings or permanent earnings, but also by past dividend payout (Long 
Chen et al., 2011). In particular, the dividend smoothing literature has its roots in 
an early empirical study of Lintner in 1956, who was the first to prove that firms 
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are highly concerned with the stability of dividends and that they adjust their 
dividends slowly to maintain a target long-run payout ratio, by examining a 
sample of only 28 US firms. Lintner estimated dividend adjustment speed by his 
dividend adjustment model and concluded that firms tend to smooth dividends 
relative to earnings, as they are reluctant to raise dividends unless they are 
confident that higher dividend levels can be sustained permanently by earnings, 
and firms are reluctant to cut dividends even when earnings decline. 
Consequently, firms according to Linter have target dividend payout ratios and 
gradually adjust their dividends commensurate with earnings toward their target 
ratios (Thomas J. Chemmanur et al., 2010). 
Dividend smoothing has been studied further by a number of empirical studies, 
which not only expanded but established Linter’s findings as well. Firstly, Fama 
and Babiak(1968) confirmed the smoothness of dividends payouts by using the 
comprehensive micro level data of individual American firms and they 
demonstrated the dependence of dividends on lagged earnings surprises. 
Moreover, Marsh and Merton (1987) supported asymmetric adjustment of 
dividends by developing a model in which dividend payouts not only respond to 
permanent earnings in the short run, but converge to a steady-state target ratio 
in the long run. Meanwhile, another early research carried out by Jalilvand and 
Harris (1984) examined the process of partial adjustment by allowing the speed 
of adjustment to vary by firms and over time according to the size of firm and the 
capital market conditions, such as interest rates and stock prices. Additionally, 
John and William’s (1985) signaling explanation of dividend smoothing provided 
an important theoretical development of the dividend smoothing hypothesis. 
They showed that, in equilibrium, the optimal dividend policy was to pay 
smoothed dividends relative to stock prices. Their model implies that a higher 
degree of information asymmetry lead to a higher degree of dividend smoothing. 
John and Nachman (2000) also developed a model to explain multi-period 
financing and dividend strategies. In their model, the optimal dividend payout 
depended on two factors. The first factor was the "current liquidation value" 
which is the total current market value of the firm being liquidated at the market. 
The second factor was the "relative value"; which is the ratio of true value of the 
signaling firm to that of the lowest value firm. They showed that the optimal 
dividend payment was an increasing function of the second factor and a 
decreasing function of the first factor. Therefore, the above two components 
offset each other and consequently keep the inter-temporal dividend series 
relatively stable.  
 A different approach to the investigation of dividend smoothing was developed 
by Kumar (1988). In his two-period signaling model, there is an equilibrium set of 
ranges of firm value where managers with private information about their 
productivity choose dividend payments to signal this information to the market, 
meaning that dividends are a discrete process and indicating that risky firms 
should tend to smooth dividends more. Furthermore, Rozycki (1997) 
demonstrated that the personal income tax provided managers with a 
motivation to smooth the dividend payments. He found that dividend smoothing 
had increased the wealth for a tax-paying investor by reducing the present value 
of the investor’s future expected income tax liabilities. He also showed that 
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smoothing the dividend stream was more important to firms that have volatile 
earnings.  
More recent studies have also confirmed that the phenomenon of dividend 
smoothing is prevalent. In particular, Garrett and Priestley (2000) extended 
established Lintner’s model by using the objective function of the dividend 
decision. The objective function is based on the deviations of the actual dividends 
from the permanent earnings or the target level and the adjustment costs. Allen, 
et al. (2000) suggests an explanation for dividend smoothing relying on the 
differences in taxation between individuals and institutions. In their model, 
taxable dividends attract informed institutions. Dividend reduction indicates a 
desire to reduce institutional ownership. Firms that benefit from institutional 
ownership avoid cutting their dividends. Brav et al. (2005) observed that even 
today managers perceive a substantial asymmetry between dividend increases 
and decreases: there is not much reward in increasing dividends but it is 
perceived to be a large penalty on reducing dividends. Finally, Michaely and 
Roberts (2006) conjectured that ownership structure could play an important 
role in dividend smoothing. According to their study, firms with a higher level of 
large shareholder’s ownership are less likely to smooth dividends relative to 
earnings since they are less related to agency issues and asymmetric information. 
As it is obvious, there are not many theories of dividend smoothing to 
demonstrate thoroughly the conditions under which firms should smooth their 
dividends and the favorable outcomes of showing such a dividend behavior. 
Although dividend smoothing was first documented over 50 years ago it remains 
a well-known empirical fact. Thus, at this part we are going to get a quick view of 
some existing dividend theories, as dividend smoothing is a phenomenon of 
dividend behavior and it seems to be primarily related to asymmetric information 
and agency problems theories. 
Firstly, in accordance to information asymmetry, dividends are used as a signal to 
convey information about a firm’s future profitability. In other words, the 
dividend signaling theory regards dividend payments as a means of signaling 
information for the future firm value under the asymmetric information. In 
general, a change on dividend policy indicates a change on future firm value. 
Especially, a dividend increase is considered to be a good signal for future value 
and a dividend decrease is considered to have the opposite outcome, which 
indicates that shareholder prefer dividends to future capital gains. An important 
implication of the signaling hypothesis, explained by Bhattacharya (1979), Miller 
and Rock (1985) and Kale and Noe (1990), is that the dividend policy may vary 
according to the firm’s financial condition, as dividends are adjusted to the 
change in cash flows and permanent earnings. Hence the dividend signaling 
theory expects business risk to have a negative effect on dividend payment, while 
riskier firms tend to pay more smoothed dividends. Additionally, John and 
Nachman (2000) analyze a multi-period model in which dividend smoothing is 
generated by a combination of the need of firms to signal their private 
information in an asymmetric information setting with differential taxation of 
dividends and capital gains with their desire to strategically raise a greater 
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amount of external financing during periods when the extent of asymmetric 
information they face in the equity market is lower. 
Empirical evidence also suggest that smoothing should increase as equity risk 
factors increase (Kumar and Lee (2001)), as cash flow volatility increases (Kumar 
(1988)) and as investment opportunities improve and the investment horizon 
becomes smaller.(Gutman et al. (2007)). From this perspective, as dividend 
smoothing is closely related to signaling efforts, this phenomenon is expected to 
be more prevalent among firms that experience higher degrees of information 
asymmetry. For instance, younger firms with fewer tangible assets and more 
growth opportunities would probably exhibit more dividend smoothing, while it 
is expected to decrease the degree of smoothing over time as the amount of 
information generated by market analysts and by the firms has increased 
substantially with improvements in information technology and market 
sophistication. Another issue relative to asymmetric information approach has to 
do with external financing constraints. Asymmetric information may lead to 
dividend smoothing through the relationship between financial constraints and 
cash holdings. In particular, if future dividend cuts are considered to be costly 
(Brav et al, 2005), financially constrained firms will be reluctant to increase 
dividends, even following a positive earnings shock. In this case, dividend 
smoothing should be associated with low dividend levels and be most prevalent 
among firms with high precautionary savings motives because of large expected 
financing needs and limited capital market access.  
Additionally, Brennan and Thakor (1990) focus on a different type of information 
asymmetry, between informed and uninformed investors. In their model, 
individual investors, who are less informed, prefer to receive dividend payments 
to minimize their informational disadvantage when trading against more 
informed institutional investors. When information acquisition is endogenous 
and firms are held mainly by individual investors, small payouts will be made via 
dividends and large shocks to earnings will be distributed via share repurchases. 
As a result, dividends will be smoother than the underlying earnings stream. Thus 
in their model, smoothing is a function of the investor clientele, and firms with 
more individual investors will smooth more (Mark T. Leary and Roni Michaely, 
2010). 
On the contrary, Modigliani and Miller (1961) theory is widely known as the 
irrelevance of dividend policy theorem. Miller and Modigliani stated that 
dividend policy has no relations with firm value, because investors are indifferent 
between current dividends and capital gains. According to this theory, dividend 
policy is irrelevant and is not deterministic factor of the market value. What is 
more, shareholders are interested in high returns either in the form of dividends 
or in the form of re-investment of retained earnings by the firm. Therefore, there 
is actually no optimal dividend policy as the division of retained earnings 
between new investment and dividends do not influence the value of the firm, 
but it is the financing and investments decisions and consequently the earnings 
of the firm which affect the share price or the value of the firm. Although 
irrelevance approach has been a basic and useful theory for the modern dividend 
policy, Miller and Modigliani assumed rational investors and a perfect capital 
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market. However, in real-world markets dividend policy plays a significant role. In 
general, by relaxing one or more assumptions of perfect capital market, many 
competing theories of dividend policy have resulted to different outcomes. 
Another theory that also treats dividend policy as irrelevant is the residual 
dividend theory. This theory, regards dividends as a passive decision variable and 
as a residual payment that a firm will pay from its residual earnings, or in other 
words from its earnings that have been left after all suitable (positive NPV) 
investment opportunities have been financed. As retained earnings is the most 
important financing source for the majority of companies worldwide, the residual 
theory treats the dividend pay-out as a function of a firm’s financing decision by 
first concerning for  investment opportunities and not dividends. Therefore, the 
value of the firm and the wealth of its shareholders will be maximized by 
investing the earnings in the appropriate investment projects, rather than paying 
dividends to shareholders. It comes natural that dividends should be paid only if 
retained earnings exceed the funds required to finance the suitable investment 
projects. Thus, at its growing phase, a company may find it difficult to pay 
dividends, but as becoming more mature its capital expenditure decreases, which 
means that possibly dividend payments may increase. Finally, the residual 
dividend theory implies that capital expenditure and leverage ratio have negative 
effects on dividend payment and unquestionably profitability has a positive effect 
on it (Min-Shik Shin, et al., 2010). 
Additionally, another pre-Miller-Modigliani theory is the bird-in-hand theory of 
dividend policy. Advanced by John Linter in 1962 and Myron Gordon in 1963, the 
theory indicates that in a world of uncertainty and information asymmetry 
dividends are valued differently to retained earnings. Because of uncertainty of 
future cash flow, risk-averse investors will often tend to prefer dividend 
payments rather than future capital gains. As a result, a higher payout ratio will 
reduce the required rate of return or cost of capital, and therefore increase the 
value of the firm. It seems that the payment of current dividends resolves 
investor’s uncertainty as they have a preference for a certain level of income 
today rather than the prospect of a higher, but less certain, income at some time 
in the future. Although this argument seems to be reasonable, it has been widely 
criticized and has not received strong empirical support. 
Finally, many of the existing models are motivated by agency considerations. The 
agency theory indicates that dividend payment is a means to solve the agency 
problems that arise between managers and stockholders. Jensen (1986) states 
that dividend payment is a tool for controlling the managerial opportunism, as 
dividend payment can reduce excessive cash flows. Jensen and Meckling (1976) 
assert stock holders interpret dividend payment as an expropriation of wealth 
from the debt holders, since dividend payment becomes the consequences of 
paying cash flows in advance that will pay the principal and interest to debt 
holders. Therefore, the agency theory expects capital expenditure and leverage 
ratio (Fudenberg, et al., 1995) have negative effects on dividend payment, but 
profitability have a positive effect on it. As a result, smoothing arises as a means 
of mitigating manager-shareholder agency conflicts. Fudenberg and Tirole (1995) 
and DeMarzo and Sannikov (2008) show how dividend smoothing can help solve 
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incentive problems in an incomplete contracts setting. Fudenberg and Tirole 
study a principal-agent problem in which a risk-averse manager enjoys a private 
control benefit. They show that in such a setting the optimal contract results in 
the manager losing more from a perception of poor performance than gaining 
from the upside. This leads to both earnings and dividends smoothing. What is 
more, a smooth dividend policy helps investors learn about firm productivity and 
induces managerial effort. Thus, when incentive problems are more severe, such 
as weaker corporate governance or more entrenched managers, smoothing 
seems to be much more valuable.  
Moreover, there are other models that focus on the role of dividend smoothing 
in controlling the agency costs of free cash flow. In Allen, Bernardo and Welch 
(2000) institutional investors are valued for their monitoring abilities. Managers 
can use dividends to attract these investors because of their tax status. Once 
institutional investors have been attracted, they have the ability to impose a 
large penalty in response to dividend cuts. Therefore, managers are forced to 
smooth their dividend payments. Similarly, Easterbrook (1984) and Jensen (1986) 
suggest that paying a dividend that is both high and smooth forces firms to raise 
external capital to meet any financing needs. This continual exposure to the 
discipline of external financial markets reduces agency costs. DeAngelo and 
DeAngelo (2006) model the tradeoff between agency costs of free cash and 
adverse selection costs of security issuance. Low leverage preserves financial 
flexibility, but exposes firms to the agency costs of excess cash. A high and stable 
dividend enables mature firms to mitigate agency costs without sacrificing (and 
perhaps enhancing) access to low cost external capital. The authors conclude that 
“the ideal financial policy for mature firms is low leverage combined with 
substantial, ongoing equity payouts.” Note that this predicts a very different 
profile of dividend smoothers from the financial constraints explanation in which 
dividend smoothing is associated with low dividend levels and high cost capital 
market access. In all of these models, dividend smoothing will be associated with 
higher levels of dividends as well as with greater susceptibility to free cash flow 
problems. Lastly, Allen, Bernardo and Welch (2000) predict an association 
between smoothing and institutional shareholdings. 
Considering all the relative literature and researches mentioned above, the topic 
of dividend policy is one of the most enduring issues in modern corporate 
finance. This has led to the emergence of a number of competing theoretical 
explanations for dividend smoothing. A range of firm and market characteristics 
have been proposed as possible determinant factors that lead to smoothing 
behavior, but it seems that further empirical work is deemed necessary. 
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MEASURES OF DIVIDEND SMOOTHING 
 
In this section, we measured the degree of dividend smoothing by using Lintner’s 
partial adjustment model. Lintner’s model (1956) states that dividend policy has 
two parameters: (1) the target payout ratio, and (2) the speed at which current 
dividends adjust to the target, the speed of adjustment (SOA). 
Based on this theory, Lintner observed two important things about dividend 
policy. Firstly, he noticed that companies tend to set long-run target dividends-
to-earnings ratios, according to the amount of positive net present value (NPV) 
projects they have available (www.investopedia.com). However, the actual 
dividend payments deviate from the target, and thus a dividend smoothing effect 
exists. Secondly, in case of increasing earnings, managers do not raise dividend 
payout to its long-term target level until they can see that new earnings levels 
are sustainable; and companies tend not to cut or stop dividends, when they 
believe that the reductions in earnings are temporary. Lintner’s model is given by 
the following regression: 
                       
                             (1) 
Where     is dividends in year t and    
  = TP *   , where TP represents the 
unknown target payout ratio and     is earnings in year t. The speed of 
adjustment can be estimated as   from equation (1). A speed of adjustment 
value close to 1 indicates no proportionate smoothing of dividends relative to 
percentage changes in earnings, whereas the very low speed of adjustment 
values indicate that dividends move independently of earnings. 
In our empirical analysis, we use two alternative smoothing measures, derived 
from Lintner’s model. Following Fama and Babiak (1968) and Brav et al (2005), 
we used DPS and EPS in order to control for scale effects. Due to our sample’s 
nature, we used two alternative measures of smoothing addressed by M.T. Leary 
and R. Michaely (2010), in order to overcome the small sample bias effect in 
AR(1) models.1  
Mark T. Leary and Roni Michaely (2010) describe extensively in their study the 
two alternative measures. The first alternative is a two-step procedure to 
estimate the SOA. Firstly, we estimate the target payout ratio of each company 
(    ) as the firm median payout ratio over the sample period. The payout ratio 
is defined as total common dividends divided by net earnings. Then, we proceed 
by estimating a deviation from this target using the following equation:  
                                                          
1
 Determinants of Dividend Smoothing: Empirical Evidence, Mark T. Leary and Roni Michaely, 2010 
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Finally, the speed of adjustment (SOA) is calculated as    from the equation 
presented below:                     
                              (2) 
The second alternative we used is a non-parametric measure of smoothing, 
referred to as Relative Volatility. Following Guttman et al (2007) definition of 
smooth dividend, as one for which the variation in dividends does not reflect the 
full extent of variation in cash flows, and Fudenberg and Tirole (1995) description 
of smooth earnings or dividend stream, as one in which high values are under-
reported and low values are over-reported, Mark T. Leary and Roni Michaely 
(2010) constructed a measure of smoothing, which is a measure of the volatility 
of dividends relative to that of earnings, the Relative Volatility. 
In their study, they describe explicitly the construction of this measure. According 
to their analysis, we primarily generate a scaled earnings series, defined as the 
firm median payout ratio (TPR) times each year’s earnings. “This scaling is done 
to control for the effect of the dividend level on the relative volatilities. For 
example, for two firms with the same earnings volatility and the same 
percentage change in dividends each year, the one with the higher payout ratio 
will have higher ratio of dividend volatility to earnings volatility” (Mark T. Leary 
and Roni Michaely, 2010). 
Then, we fit a quadratic time trend to both the dividend and the scaled earnings 
series as follows: 
                  
                  (3) 
                        
            (4) 
Where     is years. Then, Relative Volatility is defined as the ratio of the root 
mean square errors from these two regressions (         ). 
The above mentioned estimations of SOA and Relative Volatility, given by 
equations (2), (3) and (4), mitigate the problems associated with the small sample 
bias and they are proved to be robust to alternative specifications of dividend 
policy. Thus, we apply these two measures in this study for the estimation of the 
degree of dividend smoothing in our sample. 
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DATA AND SUMMARY STATISTICS 
 
Sample selection 
Our primary data source is the Bloomberg database, a global financial markets 
service providing news, analytics, real-time pricing for millions of securities 
world-wide plus extensive historical pricing and stock charts. By using a second 
data source, the Osiris database, which is a database that has information on 
listed and major unlisted/delisted companies around the world, we created the 
sample of our analysis. In this sample we included companies of all industrial and 
commercial sections, even financial institutions and utilities, which are publicly 
listed in the Colombia Stock Exchange (Colombia), the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
(Indonesia), the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (Vietnam), the Egyptian Exchange 
(Egypt), the Istanbul Stock Exchange (Turkey) and the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange (South Africa), which trade in their domestic currency, for the period 
1990 – 2011. This research gave us a sample of 2233 companies. 
We proceed to form our final sample in order to estimate the measures of the 
degree of dividend smoothing of firms. Thus, we used Bloomberg database to 
find annual DPS, EPS, Common Dividends and Net Earnings for each firm. We 
continued by applying certain criteria on our sample, so that our firms would be 
dividend payers and they would have sufficient data to calculate the smoothing 
measures. For this reason, we limit the sample to those firms that have earnings 
and dividend payments data for at least 5 consequent years during the period 
1990-2011. In addition, we excluded all firms with non-positive EPS or zero 
dividends from our sample, in order to prevent the spurious results of dividend 
smoothing. Besides, dividend smoothing implies an effort from the management 
team to adjust dividend payments in response to variations in the earnings 
stream. Thus, from a total of 2233 firms, we ended with only 472 companies that 
fulfilled these criteria.  
Additionally, in an effort to ensure that our results do not change significantly 
due to our sample’s limitations, we restrict our sample by including only the firms 
which have at least 10 years of consequent data of dividend payments and 
earnings. This limitation led us to a smaller sample of research, from 472 to 267 
firms. 
 Furthermore, in order to fit the sample to equation (2), we constructed the 
target payout ratio for each firm (    ), by taking the median of each year’s 
payout ratio, which is the ratio of Common Dividends divided by Net Earnings. In 
addition, we estimated the explanatory power of Lintner’s model to our sample. 
In particular, we implemented a hypothesis test in a confidence level of 10%, 
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with null hypothesis that the firms do not smooth their dividends. Thus, by taking 
into consideration the p-value of each company’s SOA estimated coefficient, we 
find the percentage of companies which reject the null hypothesis; in other 
words, their dividend payments are explained by the model we used. 
In equation (3) and (4), the variable “t” expresses years. For instance, for the year 
1990 we set t=1, for the year 1991 we set t=2 etc. In our sample, we begin to 
measure the variable “t” from the year a company starts giving data, separately 
for its country.  
Summary Statistics 
 In an attempt to measure the degree of dividend smoothing in CIVETS countries 
we estimated the three regressions mentioned above in Equations (2), (3) and (4) 
separately for each company of a sample of firms listed on the Colombian, 
Indonesian, Vietnamese, Egyptian, Turkish and South Africa’s Stock Exchange 
over the 21-year period from 1990 to 2011. A summary of the sample’s statistics 
is given in the following tables. 
 
 Table 1: Summary Statistics for SOA Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 descriptive statistics mean test median test   
  mean median std dev min max t-statistic p-value Wilcoxon 
signed rank 
value 
p-value TPR EXPLANATORY 
POWER 
Colombia -0,00034 0,00002 0,00361 -0,00613 0,00336 -0,21162 0,8427 0,00000 1,0000 46,69% 40,00% 
Indonesia 0,59248 0,00069 6,76715 -0,00134 79,78368 1,03223 0,3038 9,22254 0,0000 29,79% 53,24% 
Vietnam 0,08822 0,06255 0,11337 -0,00059 0,41546 3,01383 0,0093 3,32325 0,0009 43,86% 33,33% 
Egypt 0,08411 0,02515 0,25237 -0,29544 1,97228 2,88630 0,0051 6,24426 0,0000 58,07% 44,00% 
Turkey 0,09997 0,00019 0,78000 -0,10713 6,84000 1,12469 0,2643 4,19146 0,0000 40,00% 20,78% 
South Africa 0,00635 0,00079 0,05124 -0,37954 0,37727 1,57364 0,1175 6,28640 0,0000 35,90% 37,27% 
CIVETS (5) 0,20912 0,00109 3,68642 -0,37954 79,78368 1,06191 0,2892 10,63364 0,0000 38,66% 40,25% 
CIVETS (10) 0,31733 0,00099 4,88291 -0,37950 79,78360 1,23244 0,2184 13,64965 0,0000 36,22% 46,07% 
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Table 2: Summary Statistics for Relative Volatility Estimations 
 
 
 
The tables above present the mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and 
maximum values of the estimated SOA coefficients and the Relative Volatility for 
each country and for the group CIVETS as a whole, stated as “CIVETS (5)” and 
“CIVETS (10)”. In particular, “CIVETS (5)” shows the estimated results of the first 
sample, which includes companies that gave 5 consequent years of data, and 
“CIVETS (10)” presents the outcome for the second sample, which includes 
companies that gave 10 consequent years of data. In addition, these two tables 
include the results of two econometric tests for the mean and median values.  
Finally, in Table 1 the last two columns show the average target payout ratio 
(TPR) and the percentage of the firms for which we reject the null hypothesis 
according to the p-values estimations resulted from the regression of equation 
(2) fitted to each firm separately. The null hypothesis is that Lintner’s model does 
not explain the variations of dividend payments relative to earnings stream. Thus, 
the last column gives the percentage of Lintner’s model explanatory power. 
To begin with Columbia, which has the smallest sample of all countries, the 
average speed of adjustment is -0.00034, as it is presented in Table 1. 
Unfortunately, this number does not lead us to infer that Columbia smoothes 
dividends or to the opposite outcome, as dividend’s speed of adjustment is 
considered to move in a range of 0 and 1. Probably, this negative value is a 
consequence of the very small sample of this country, which included only five 
firms. However, by taking into consideration the p-value of the SOA regression 
for each company, we find that the 40% of the Columbian companies reject the 
null hypothesis (Ho) that companies do not smooth their dividends. Thus, we can 
assume that this percentage of firms may potentially follow a dividend smoothing 
behavior. Looking through the main statistical characteristics in table 1 above, we 
 descriptive statistics mean test median test 
  mean median std dev min max t-statistic p-value Wilcoxon 
signed rank 
value 
p-value 
Colombia 8,42116 0,85908 16,93666 0,52718 38,71523 1,11181 0,3285 1,8878 0,0591 
Indonesia 51,44007 1,00743 371,1291 0,08582 4010,8089 1,63412 0,1045 10,2275 0,0000 
Vietnam 1,55238 1,08032 1,85205 0,06306 6,67521 3,24633 0,0059 3,3801 0,0007 
Egypt 5,77668 1,10684 34,86651 0,06945 302,78021 1,43483 0,1555 7,5222 0,0000 
Turkey 6,23646 1,25029 25,93516 0,00033 214,72868 2,11006 0,0381 7,6213 0,0000 
South Africa 3,12771 1,04801 10,45465 0,00373 127,42938 3,79604 0,0002 11,0048 0,0000 
CIVETS (5) 18,2893 1,08495 202,8713 0,00033 4010,8089 1,71136 0,0882 14,1638 0,0000 
CIVETS (10) 28,1247 1,01073 268,5373 0.00373 4010,8090 1,95862 0,0507 18,8247 0,0000 
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see that the median value of SOA measure is very close to zero (0.00002) 
meaning that mostly no adjustment of actual dividend per share is done relative 
to earnings. Additionally, the maximum value is very low leading to the same 
assumption, while the minimum value is negative and equal to -0.00613, which is 
considered to be unacceptable. The very low standard deviation of 0.36% is a 
good signal meaning that our data are not spread around the mean value. 
Skewness measures the extent to which the distribution is not symmetric about 
its mean value and it is negative, implying that the distribution has a long left tail. 
As for kurtosis, which measures the peakedness of the probability distribution is 
below 3, meaning that the distribution is flat or platykurtic relative to normal  
(APPENDIX, Figure 1).  
Moreover, in order to test further the mean and median value of SOA and to see 
whether their values are statistically different to zero, we performed two tests as 
presented in table 1 (see also APPENDIX, Table 2). Here, the null hypothesis (Ho) 
is that the mean and median values are respectively equal to zero. At the first 
part of the table, it is obvious that the probability of the t-statistic value is 
considerably larger than 0.1, indicating that at a confidence level of 10% we 
cannot reject the null hypothesis. Thus, it is probable that the mean value is 
equal to zero. At the second part of the table the probability of Wilcoxon test 
lead us to the same outcome, as the p-value is equal to 1. Continuing with the 
second alternative measure of dividend smoothing, Columbia’s main results from 
equations (3) and (4) are presented in table 2. As it is shown, the mean relative 
volatility is 8.42116. It is vital to mention here that the measure increases as the 
smoothing declines, inferring that dividends seem to move more randomly in 
relation to earnings. This is also shown by the much larger value of standard 
deviation equal to 16.94 and the larger difference between the minimum and 
maximum value of 0.53 and 38.71 respectively.  Additionally, the skewness is 
positive, meaning that the distribution has a long right tail and the kurtosis value 
is above 3 showing that it is peaked relative to the normal distribution 
(APPENDIX, Figure 1). Finally, table 2 with the tests for the mean and median 
value of relative volatility, lead us to assume that the mean value might be equal 
to zero, indicating that Colombian firms on average might follow a smoothing 
trend, while the second test lead us to the opposite direction with a median 
value statistical different to zero in a confidence level of 10% (APPENDIX, Table 
2).  
By performing the same analysis for Egypt, we estimated a low average value of 
SOA equal to 0.084, which is a potential indicator for a prevailing dividend 
smoothing behavior among Egyptian firms. The relatively low number of 
standard deviation equal to 0.25 shows that the estimated SOA is slightly volatile 
and the kurtosis value (of almost 43), which is obviously much larger than 3, 
indicates that the distribution is leptokurtic with a long right tail resulted by the 
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positive value of skewness measure, as it is shown by the histogram as well 
(APPENDIX, Figure 4). Additionally, the tests for the mean and median value of 
SOA both reject the null hypothesis, indicating that these two values are 
statistically different from zero (APPENDIX, Table 5). Continuing with relative 
volatility, we see that the mean value is quite high equal to 5.78, while the large 
difference between the minimum and maximum value clearly results in a high 
level of standard deviation as well. Moreover, the values of skewness and 
kurtosis are comparable to the previous ones mentioned above for the SOA of 
the country (APPENDIX, Figure 4).Finally, the p-values of the tests for the mean 
and median values of Relative Volatility indicate that in a confidence level of 10%, 
we cannot reject that the mean is different from zero, while we can strongly 
reject the hypothesis that the median is equal to zero, since the p-value is equal 
to zero (APPENDIX, Table 5). All in all, by taking into consideration the p-values of 
the SOA regression of all firms of our sample, we conclude that according to the 
model we implemented, the 44.00% of the Egyptian companies reject the null 
hypothesis that they do not smooth their dividend payments. 
 
The third country of our empirical research is Indonesia, which gave us a greater 
number of observations and therefore seems to have slightly different results. 
With an average speed of adjustment and relative volatility of 0.592480 and 
51.44 respectively, Indonesian companies obviously on average do not smooth 
their dividends. Especially, comparing its results with the results of all the 
remaining countries of the group, Indonesia has the highest numbers for both 
SOA and relative volatility. What is more, the results of the SOA seems to be 
much less dispersed compared to the ones of relative volatility, as the standard 
deviation of SOA is undeniably lower, equal to 6.77, than that of relative volatility 
which is almost 371.13, denoting the great scattering of relative volatility values. 
Furthermore, both distributions seem to be positively skewed with a long right 
tail and highly leptokurtic with a 136.88 kurtosis value for SOA estimate and a 
96.28 kurtosis value for relative volatility estimate (APPENDIX, Figure 2). The 
differences between the minimum and maximum values also represent the high 
dispersion around the mean values for both distributions, with the relative 
volatility having really high extreme values. On the other hand, considering the p-
value of the SOA regression of each Indonesian company, we conclude that the 
53.24% of them seem to reject the null hypothesis of not following dividend 
smoothing policy. Finally, further tests concerning the mean and median of SOA 
show that in a confidence level of 10%, we cannot reject that the mean is equal 
to zero, while we can strongly reject the null hypothesis that the median is equal 
to zero, since the p-value of Wilcoxon test is equal to zero (APPENDIX, Table 3).  
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As far as the Turkish firms are concerned, the average speed of adjustment is 
nearly 0.10, indicating that these firms apply a dividend smoothing policy, while 
the mean value of Relative Volatility is 6.23, indicating that dividend payments 
are more dispersed than the earnings. The relatively low number of standard 
deviation, which is equal to 0.78, shows that the estimated SOA is slightly volatile 
without having great dispersion around the mean and the difference between 
the minimum value of -0.107 and maximum value of 6.84 is considered to be 
relatively large (APPENDIX, Figure 5).From the figure of SOA’s distribution, we 
can state that the distribution has a long right tail (positive skewness), meaning 
that most of the values are distributed left of the mean value. Moreover, the 
kurtosis is 74.32 indicating that the distribution is leptokurtic. In other words, 
from this distribution we can infer that the majority of the Turkish companies 
have a low speed of adjustment and a high proportion of them smooth to 
approximately the same degree.  
Furthermore, we performed a mean and median hypothesis test, in order to 
check whether the mean or median of our observations is zero or not.  The 
probability of t-statistic value shows that we cannot reject the null hypothesis 
about zero mean, while the probability of Wilcoxon test indicates that we can 
strongly reject the null hypothesis of having a zero median (APPENDIX, Table 6). 
However, by examining the p-values from each firm’s SOA coefficient, we find 
that Lintner’s model has no significant explanatory power for the variations of 
dividend payments, since it explains approximately the 20% of the firms’ dividend 
changes. Concerning the Relative Volatility’s distribution, it seems that it follows 
the shape of  SOA, since it is also positively skewed and leptokurtic. However, the 
results of the SOA seems to be much less dispersed compared to relative 
volatility, as the standard deviation of relative volatility is almost 25.94 .The value 
of standard deviation shows that the estimated relative volatility is much more 
volatile. The greater dispersion around the mean value is proved as well  by the 
larger difference between the minimum and maximum values of 0.00033 and 
214.72 respectively (APPENDIX, Figure 5). However, the tests for the mean and 
median indicate that we can clearly reject both null hypotheses (APPENDIX, Table 
6).  
Continuing with Vietnam, our estimations for the Vietnamese firms’ mean SOA 
and Relative Volatility (0.088 and 1.55 respectively) show that these companies 
smooth their dividends in response to the earnings variations. Again, SOA 
distribution seems to be less dispersed than the relative volatility, as the 
standard deviation of SOA is 0.11 and the minimum value of -0.00059 and the 
maximum value of 0.41 are very close (APPENDIX, Figure 3). What is more, the 
standard deviation of relative volatility is 1.85, with minimum and maximum 
values of 0.06 and 6.67 respectively. Both SOA and Relative Volatility have a 
positively skewed and leptokurtic distribution, indicating that most companies 
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smooth their dividends to approximately the same degree. In addition, the mean 
and median tests for SOA and Relative Volatility’s estimates show that the t-
statistic and Wilcoxon values are significant and thus we can strongly reject the 
hypothesis that they are equal to zero (APPENDIX, Table 4). The Lintner’s model 
seems to explain 33% of our sample’s dividend variations. 
Finally, the average speed of adjustment and relative volatility of South Africa 
(0.0064 and 3.12, respectively) show that the firms smooth more their dividends 
than the other countries of the examined group. Comparable with the previous 
countries, it is obvious that the standard deviation of the SOA measure is much 
smaller and it is equal to 0.05, with a minimum value of -0.37 and a maximum 
value of 0.37, while the standard deviation of relative volatility measure is equal 
to 10.45. The greater dispersion of the relative volatility distribution is also 
evident by the minimum and maximum values that are equal to 0.003 and 127.42 
respectively. Moreover, the distribution of SOA coefficients is more symmetric, 
since its skewness value is close to zero (0.96), but it is peaked at the mean, as it 
is indicated by the kurtosis value (44.76). On the other hand, the distribution of 
Relative Volatility is more positive skewed and it is highly peaked (APPENDIX, 
Figure 6). The tests concerning the mean and median of SOA indicate that in a 
confidence level of 10%, we cannot infer that the mean is different from zero, 
while we can strongly reject the hypothesis that the median is equal to zero. On 
the contrary, the tests for the mean and median of Relative Volatility estimates 
show that t-statistic and Wilcoxon values are highly significant, and thus we can 
clearly reject the null hypothesis (APPENDIX, Table 7). The implemented model 
explains approximately the 37% of the variations in dividend payments in this 
country. 
In this part, we examine the statistics of the above mentioned countries as a 
group, named CIVETS. The average speed of adjustment is rather fast (above 
0.20) and the average Relative Volatility estimated value is high (18.28), meaning 
that these firms smooth in a small degree.  As it can be derived from the previous 
analysis, the standard deviation of the SOA distribution for the whole group  is 
slightly high, equal to 3.68, but the standard deviation of the relative volatility 
distribution is much larger and equal to 202.87 (APPENDIX, Figure 7).  By 
examining the distribution figures of SOA and Relative Volatility’s values, we can 
see that both distributions are highly positive skewed, meaning that most of the 
values lie on the left of their mean values, and they are highly leptokurtic. In an 
attempt to present our main results for the CIVETS group, we graphically show in 
the figure below the mean values of SOA and relative volatility. It can be easily 
observed that the mean SOA line shows a significant trend among countries of a 
low mean value. As for the relative volatility measure, there is also a significant 
trend among the examined countries, apart from Indonesia, which clearly 
presents extreme values and potentially do not follow the same policy as the rest 
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of the CIVETS countries. What is more, looking through the graph it is evident 
that the two alternative measures of dividend smoothing seem to be more 
compatible as far as Vietnam and South Africa are concerned. Proceeding with 
our analysis, we implemented the mean and median hypothesis tests for the 
whole group, and  we resulted that in a confidence level of 10% we cannot reject 
the hypothesis that the mean of SOA is zero, while we can strongly reject the 
hypothesis that the median of SOA and the mean and median of Relative 
Volatility are equal to zero (APPENDIX, Table 9). The explanatory power of 
Lintner’s model to the overall sample is 40.25% and the average payout ratio is 
38.74%. However, Lintner’s research on firms in the US showed that US 
companies smoothly adjust their dividends to maintain a target payout ratio, as 
their average speed of adjustment was estimated to be 30%, with a target payout 
ratio of 50% (Lintner, 1956). These results indicate that our firms seem to smooth 
less than the US companies as they have higher SOA value and a lower target 
payout ratio. In other words, the estimations of the Lintner’s model for CIVETS 
firms indicate that dividend decisions are not predicated on the long-term payout 
ratios, as was hypothesized by Lintner (1956).  
 
FIGURE 1: Comparison of the mean values of SOA and Relative Volatility 
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Robustness 
 
In this section, we perform an additional robustness check to ensure that our 
results do not change significantly due to our sample’s limitations. For this 
reason, we restrict our sample by including only the firms which have at least 10 
years of consequent data of dividend payments and earnings. This limitation led 
us to a smaller sample of research, from 472 to 267 firms, since Columbian and 
Vietnamese companies do not fulfill this criterion, and thus they are completely 
excluded from our sample. In the second smaller sample, the average speed of 
adjustment is equal to 0.31, showing that it is rather faster than the previous one 
mentioned above for the first group. Additionally, the average Relative Volatility 
estimated value is high and has a value of 28.12, slightly higher than the first one 
estimated for the larger sample. What is more, the standard deviation of the SOA 
distribution is slightly higher and equal to 4.88, indicating that the estimates are 
marginally more dispersed. As for the relative volatility distribution, the standard 
deviation is much larger and it equals 268.53 (APPENDIX, Figure 8).  
By examining the distribution figures of SOA and Relative Volatility’s values of the 
two groups, we can see that they are similar, as they are both highly positive 
skewed, meaning that most of the values lie on the left of their mean  values, and 
they are highly peaked. At this point, the test implementation for the mean and 
median values has led us to assume that in a confidence level of 10% we cannot 
reject the hypothesis that the mean of SOA is zero, while we can strongly reject 
the null hypothesis that the median of SOA is equal to zero. As for the mean and 
median of Relative Volatility the null hypothesis is strongly rejected at a 
confidence level of 10% for both of them (APPENDIX, Table 8). Finally, the 
explanatory power of Lintner’s model for the overall new sample has increased 
to 46.07% and the average target payout ratio has decreased to 36.22%. 
However, compared with the previous estimations of 40.25% and 38.74% 
respectively, it is obvious that the difference seems to be insignificant.  All in all, 
by comparing our main results of the two groups, although the smallest one 
indicates that the included countries seem to smooth less, the whole picture 
show us that our main results do not change significantly due to our sample’s 
limitations, which is a positive sign for the credibility of our estimated measures 
of dividend smoothing. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This study evaluates the dividend policies of firms in a group of countries, named 
CIVETS, which includes Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and South 
Africa. These countries are considered to be the “new BRICs” and the new 
emerging markets, as they are highly developing economies and they offer great 
opportunities for investments. The research described in this study focused on 
investigating the manner in which CIVETS firms establish their dividend policies in 
a different institutional environment than that of developed countries, such as 
US and UK. In particular, we attempt to empirically examine whether CIVETS 
firms follow a dividend smoothing policy, as it is observed in developed markets. 
For this purpose, 472 firms listed on the Colombian, Indonesian, Vietnamese, 
Egyptian, Turkish and South Africa’s Stock Exchange were examined for a 21-year 
period, from 1990 to 2011. 
The empirical results presented in this study demonstrate that most of the 
CIVETS firms pay smoothed dividends. Particularly, the results for Colombian 
firms were not deterministic of the dividend policy they follow. Given to the small 
sample of Colombian firms we cannot conclude that Colombia is explained by the 
Lintner’s model, as its estimated SOA was negative (-0.00034) and the model 
explained 40% of the dividends change. On the other hand, Egyptian, Turkish, 
Vietnamese and South Africa’s companies seem to smooth their dividend 
payments, as they present low SOA estimated values. On the contrary, the 
outcome for Indonesian firms indicates that they do not smooth their dividend 
variations to the variations of the earnings stream, since both SOA and Relative 
Volatility estimations are considered to be high (0.59 and 51.44 respectively).  As 
for the group of CIVETS, the average speed of adjustment is 0.2091 and the mean 
Relative Volatility is 18.29. In addition, the group presents an average target 
payout ratio of 38.74% and the explanatory power of Lintner’s model to the 
overall sample is 40.25%. In an additional robustness test, under which 10 
consequent observations are required, our sample decreased significantly to 267 
firms. The analysis shows that the results are comparable to the previous ones of 
the expanded sample. Consequently, by restricting our limitation concerning the 
number of observations in our sample, we ensure that the results are robust, 
since they do not change significantly. 
Finally, it was mentioning that comparing the outcome of our study  to the 
results presented in Lintner’s research for the US companies (Lintner, 1956), 
CIVETS firms’ dividend policy is explained less by the Lintner’s model and they 
smooth their dividends to a lesser degree, meaning that a change in dividend 
payments is less likely to indicate a change in the earnings stream of the 
company.  
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APPENDIX 
 
TABLE 1: Summary Statistics resulted from the regressions of each 
company 
 
Company's 
Name 
Symbol 
SOA  Relative Volatility 
 β Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   R-squared TPR                     
GRUPO DE 
INVERSIONES 
SURAMERICANA 
SA 
C1 0,00183 0,00014 12,97247 0,00590 0,98826 0,271086 39,10088 74,16982 0,52718 
COLOMBINA S,A, C2 0,00336 0,00140 2,39153 0,13920 0,74091 0,614954 248,25330 6,41229 38,71523 
GRUPO NUTRESA 
S,A, 
C3 -0,00079 0,00082 -0,95781 0,38210 0,15503 0,52176 41,65407 34,39344 1,21111 
CEMENTOS 
ARGOS S,A, 
C4 -0,00613 0,00393 -1,56085 0,19360 0,37852 0,526245 77,09889 89,74596 0,85908 
EMPRESA 
COLOMBIANA DE 
PETROLEOS - 
ECOPETROL S,A, 
C5 0,00002 0,00001 3,17198 0,08670 0,83418 0,400212 24,81186 31,28079 0,79320 
EGYPTIAN GULF 
BANK 
E1 0,00059 0,00374 0,15767 0,87860 0,00310 0,878391 0,25547 0,34261 0,74565 
SOCIETE ARABE 
INTERNATIONAL
E DE BANQUE 
E2 -0,06036 0,07843 -0,76957 0,47080 0,08984 0,452951 0,25300 0,08630 2,93159 
GENERAL SILOS 
& STORAGE CO, 
SAE 
E3 0,01464 0,02142 0,68363 0,53180 0,10462 0,711693 0,49562 0,22007 2,25213 
INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY FOR 
LEASING (S,A,E) - 
INCOLEASE 
E4 0,08172 0,01955 4,17930 0,02500 0,85342 0,276941 0,16602 0,07351 2,25855 
MISR OILS & 
SOAP COMPANY 
S,A,E, 
E5 0,10913 0,04362 2,50162 0,03680 0,43892 0,653061 0,18075 0,32871 0,54987 
OLYMPIC GROUP 
FINANCIAL 
INVESTMENT CO, 
S,A,E 
E6 0,01615 0,00377 4,28776 0,00270 0,69680 0,282309 0,40421 0,26061 1,55105 
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EGYPTIANS 
ABROAD 
INVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT 
CO, S,A,E 
E7 0,19748 0,07661 2,57764 0,04190 0,52548 0,471278 0,20305 0,48544 0,41827 
MIDDLE & WEST 
DELTA FLOUR 
MILL COMPANY 
S,A,E 
E8 0,04198 0,01498 2,80191 0,02310 0,49529 0,82309 0,39684 0,33984 1,16771 
THE ARAB 
CERAMIC CO, 
S,A,E, 
E9 0,04461 0,01963 2,27251 0,05730 0,42455 0,744136 0,67978 0,28923 2,35029 
ALEXANDRIA 
PHARMACEUTIC
AL AND 
CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES S,A,E 
E10 0,09920 0,09507 1,04338 0,32730 0,11978 0,617485 1,34151 0,97476 1,37624 
HOUSING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
BANK 
E11 0,01431 0,00609 2,34877 0,04340 0,38003 0,295471 1,04602 0,70239 1,48922 
EL NASR 
TRANSFORMERS 
& ELECTRICAL 
PRODUCTS CO, 
S,A,E, 
E12 0,00893 0,00499 1,78953 0,21540 0,61556 0,340623 0,04957 0,16300 0,30413 
MEDICAL UNION 
PHARMACEUTIC
ALS COMPANY 
S,A,E, 
E13 0,01039 0,00731 1,42210 0,19280 0,20178 0,501692 0,16869 0,15485 1,08943 
CAIRO 
PHARMACEUTIC
ALS COMPANY 
E14 0,33142 0,05105 6,49158 0,02290 0,95469 0,733706 0,17497 0,57348 0,30511 
ALEXANDRIA 
SPINNING & 
WEAVING CO, 
S,A,E, 
E15 0,00068 0,05307 0,01286 0,99010 0,00002 0,782985 0,97504 1,13502 0,85905 
MISR BENI SUEF 
CEMENT CO, 
S,A,E 
E16 0,04186 0,00398 10,52918 0,00010 0,95685 0,308876 1,35536 0,94124 1,43997 
THE EGYPTIAN 
COMPANY FOR 
FOODS (BISCO 
MISR) S,A,E, 
E17 -0,01054 0,00627 -1,68025 0,19150 0,48482 0,80882 0,00945 0,07289 0,12963 
MISR 
REFRIGERATION 
AND AIR 
CONDITIONING 
MANUFACTURIN
G COMPANY 
S,A,E, 
E18 0,07883 0,03575 2,20502 0,05490 0,35075 0,633317 1,90533 21,06206 0,09046 
CREDIT 
AGRICOLE EGYPT 
E19 0,01276 0,01489 0,85649 0,41180 0,06834 0,714574 5,66885 6,34039 0,89409 
MARIDIVE & OIL 
SERVICES 
E20 0,00024 0,00405 0,05959 0,95790 0,00177 0,585714 0,02183 0,01613 1,35329 
SHARKIA 
NATIONAL FOOD 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E21 -0,29544 0,20083 -1,47108 0,27910 0,51970 0,786785 0,27778 0,06880 4,03756 
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SUEZ CANAL 
BANK 
E22 0,05857 0,03591 1,63115 0,17820 0,39946 0,429722 0,63706 0,51363 1,24030 
SIDI KERIR 
PETROCHEMICAL
S CO, S,A,E 
E23 0,00182 0,00025 7,40441 0,01780 0,96480 0,889422 0,08964 0,03314 2,70528 
MEMPHIS 
PHARMACEUTIC
ALS & CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES CO, 
S,A,E, 
E24 0,25182 0,09303 2,70683 0,02040 0,39979 0,774866 1,36064 1,23284 1,10367 
EASTERN 
COMPANY S,A,E 
E25 0,01044 0,01120 0,93211 0,37320 0,07994 0,528738 3,10653 3,44117 0,90275 
EL EZZ 
ALDEKHELA 
STEEL - 
ALEXANDRIA 
E26 0,07211 0,01678 4,29672 0,01270 0,82192 0,614218 43,15007 24,44798 1,76497 
ARAB COTTON 
GINNING CO, SAE 
E27 0,00473 0,00511 0,92627 0,37120 0,06191 0,877553 0,99720 0,71561 1,39351 
CAIRO POULTRY 
COMPANY S,A,E 
E28 0,00774 0,00430 1,80045 0,09920 0,22762 0,774709 0,53632 0,73932 0,72542 
CANAL SHIPPING 
AGENCIES CO, 
SAE 
E29 0,00321 0,00109 2,94193 0,01470 0,46395 0,793596 0,08594 0,02115 4,06326 
ABU KIR 
FERTILIZERS AND 
CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES SAE 
E30 0,02152 0,00932 2,30885 0,06040 0,47047 0,736998 4,55164 1,06211 4,28546 
ACROW MISR 
METALLIC 
SCAFFOLDINGS 
AND 
FRAMEWORKS 
S,A,E, 
E31 0,79860 0,10097 7,90960 0,00140 0,93991 0,555886 1,11247 1,17175 0,94941 
EXPORT 
DEVELOPMENT 
BANK OF EGYPT 
E32 0,03044 0,01149 2,64832 0,05710 0,63681 0,72123 0,79993 3,69995 0,21620 
EGYPT GAS 
COMPANY S,A,E 
E33 0,08288 0,03445 2,405621 0,03490 0,34473 0,481334 2,65766 1,23235 2,15659 
KAFR EL ZAYAT 
PESTICIDES & 
CHEMICALS CO, 
(S,A,E) 
E34 0,11104 0,04967 2,23565 0,06670 0,45445 0,616236 0,62465 1,43953 0,43393 
EGYPTIAN 
CONTRACTING 
(MOKHTAR 
IBRAHIM) 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E35 0,00628 0,00158 3,98730 0,02820 0,84126 0,616871 0,03273 0,47133 0,06945 
SOUTH CAIRO & 
GIZA MILLS & 
BAKERIES CO, 
SAE 
E36 0,06945 0,08282 0,83865 0,43380 0,10492 0,537961 0,58148 1,41375 0,41131 
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NORTH CAIRO 
MILLS COMPANY 
S,A,E, 
E37 0,10176 0,02498 4,07326 0,00180 0,60133 0,647926 0,93524 0,93215 1,00331 
EGYPTIAN 
INTERNATIONAL 
PHARMACEUTIC
ALS COMPANY 
S,A,E 
E38 0,01595 0,01886 0,84592 0,41290 0,05217 0,708926 3,64258 3,39544 1,07279 
SINAI CEMENT 
CO, S,A,E, 
E39 0,02683 0,06918 0,38789 0,72400 0,04776 0,416984 1,18367 0,27213 4,34969 
EGYPT FREE 
SHOPS CO, S,A,E, 
E40 -0,07828 0,10297 -0,76018 0,46310 0,04991 0,85823 2,55449 2,78099 0,91855 
ORIENTAL 
WEAVERS 
E41 0,00968 0,00694 1,39630 0,19280 0,16316 0,416243 0,92055 0,55780 1,65032 
SUEZ BAGS 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E42 1,97228 1,97914 0,99654 0,37540 0,19889 0,750038 5,79152 4,64368 1,24718 
NASR COMPANY 
FOR CIVIL 
WORKS (S,A,E,) 
E43 0,14816 0,02993 4,95030 0,00110 0,75389 0,758369 0,46044 0,75083 0,61325 
UNITED 
HOUSING & 
DEVELOPMENT 
CO, (S,A,E,) 
E44 0,03241 0,00919 3,52558 0,00970 0,63973 0,786207 0,20892 0,10810 1,93263 
EXTRACTED OIL 
& DERIVATIVES 
CO, S,A,E 
E45 0,07627 0,11012 0,69265 0,52660 0,10710 0,55955 0,40435 0,27465 1,47222 
ARAB 
ALUMINUM 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E46 0,14550 0,20072 0,72489 0,50870 0,11611 0,276555 0,67885 1,14404 0,59338 
GIZA GENERAL 
CONTRACTING & 
REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT CO, 
SAE 
E47 0,19323 0,09719 1,98814 0,08200 0,33070 0,3257 0,47602 0,16621 2,86396 
TOURAH 
PORTLAND 
CEMENT 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E48 0,02033 0,00731 2,78031 0,03200 0,56301 0,558827 1,11893 1,25253 0,89334 
EAST DELTA 
MILLS CO, S,A,E 
E49 0,01567 0,04743 0,33044 0,74680 0,00902 0,612349 0,72737 0,56782 1,28098 
ARAB MOLTAKA 
INVESTMENTS 
CO, S,A,E, 
E50 -0,05176 0,22300 -0,23209 0,83140 0,01764 0,686617 1,62876 3,74262 0,43519 
EL GUEZIRA 
HOTELS & 
TOURISM CO, 
SAE 
E51 0,31195 0,13997 2,22879 0,11210 0,62347 0,550274 0,57256 0,44580 1,28434 
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AL BARAKA BANK 
EGYPT SAE 
E52 0,02515 0,00278 9,03836 0,00000 0,89094 0,631586 0,36789 0,15499 2,37371 
NATIONAL 
SOCIETE 
GENERALE BANK 
SAE 
E53 0,00108 0,00247 0,43582 0,67820 0,03069 0,314593 0,56457 0,51008 1,10684 
SUEZ CEMENT 
COMPANY 
E54 0,00161 0,00118 1,37146 0,21930 0,23867 0,893502 0,61889 1,32415 0,46739 
COMMERCIAL 
INTERNATIONAL 
BANK (EGYPT) 
S,A,E, 
E55 0,00183 0,00162 1,13023 0,28240 0,10405 0,246167 1,01625 2,46406 0,41243 
PAINTS AND 
CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E56 0,11468 0,04676 2,45237 0,05780 0,54604 0,7639 0,93159 0,84320 1,10483 
EGYPTIAN 
SATELLITE CO, - 
NILESAT 
E57 0,00847 0,00553 1,53236 0,15980 0,20692 0,365888 0,04010 0,33883 0,11836 
MISR CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES 
COMPANY S,A,E, 
E58 0,03258 0,00816 3,99362 0,00720 0,72664 0,562913 0,17228 0,15043 1,14526 
NATIONAL BANK 
FOR 
DEVELOPMENT 
E59 -0,00013 0,00168 -0,07888 0,93910 0,00078 0,266907 0,20407 0,31327 0,65142 
TELECOM EGYPT E60 0,00048 0,00030 1,62871 0,17870 0,39874 0,653114 0,20640 0,06563 3,14508 
NILE COMPANY 
FOR 
PHARMACEUTIC
ALS & CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES 
S,A,E, 
E61 0,06568 0,05078 1,29360 0,22490 0,14335 0,72263 1,56724 1,55661 1,00683 
EGYPTIAN 
CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES S,A,E 
E62 0,06589 0,01749 3,76675 0,00930 0,70280 0,555179 0,18424 0,28373 0,64933 
EGYPTIAN 
STARCH & 
GLUCOSE CO, 
S,A,E, 
E63 0,01015 0,03791 0,26782 0,79490 0,00791 0,874885 0,53086 0,83525 0,63557 
FAISAL ISLAMIC 
BANK OF EGYPT 
E64 0,05832 0,03273 1,78173 0,10510 0,24096 0,453862 5,05380 29,01153 0,17420 
MINAPHARM 
PHARMACEUTIC
ALS S,A,E, 
E65 0,03333 0,07419 0,44929 0,68370 0,06305 0,027022 0,44111 0,27864 1,58308 
EGYPT KUWAIT 
HOLDING CO 
S,A,E, 
E66 0,00159 0,00067 2,36534 0,14170 0,73666 0,356836 0,01918 0,00429 4,46646 
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NASR CITY 
COMPANY FOR 
HOUSING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
S,A,E, 
E67 0,05143 0,02380 2,16146 0,06750 0,40027 0,752875 1,13342 1,48604 0,76271 
DELTA 
INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
E68 0,00550 0,06016 0,09145 0,93550 0,00416 0,74445 0,04790 0,12788 0,37455 
ALEXANDRIA 
MINERAL OILS 
COMPANY S,A,E 
E69 0,01246 0,00752 1,65752 0,23930 0,57871 0,077247 2,61998 0,11661 22,46806 
SAUDI EGYPTIAN 
INVESTMENT & 
FINANCE 
CO,S,A,E 
E70 0,21975 0,15799 1,39096 0,20170 0,19475 0,610855 2,37475 2,32279 1,02237 
SUES CANAL 
COMPANY FOR 
TECHNOLOGY 
SETTLING,S,A,E, 
E71 0,01034 0,00800 1,29303 0,32520 0,45533 0,853366 0,26010 0,03597 7,23109 
MODERN 
SHOROUK 
PRINTING & 
PACKAGING S,A,E 
E72 0,17456 0,07068 2,46967 0,06900 0,60393 0,067683 14,87105 0,04912 302,78021 
AL MOHANDES 
INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
E73 0,12602 0,07688 1,63920 0,14520 0,27738 0,518027 0,58510 0,14068 4,15906 
MIDDLE EGYPT 
FLOUR MILLS CO, 
S,A,E, 
E74 0,07849 0,01969 3,98560 0,00400 0,66506 0,733941 0,92675 0,50551 1,83330 
ORASCOM 
CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRIES 
COMPANY S,A,E 
E75 -0,00010 0,00018 -0,55763 0,58940 0,03016 0,237674 1,25800 0,64427 1,95261 
SUMBER ENERGI 
ANDALAN TBK, 
PT 
I1 0,01097 0,00674 1,62797 0,16450 0,34643 0,174391 13,00265 24,20663 0,53715 
PT 
PEMBANGUNAN 
JAYA ANCOL TBK 
I2 0,00157 0,00089 1,76593 0,15220 0,43808 0,399566 11,57307 5,77437 2,00421 
PT MITRA 
ADIPERKASA TBK 
I3 0,00050 0,00003 15,37196 0,00000 0,97524 0,161199 7,06933 7,16781 0,98626 
PT MULTISTRADA 
ARAH SARANA 
TBK 
I4 0,00001 0,00003 0,23794 0,81870 0,00802 0,009794 0,40597 2,55873 0,15866 
MANDALA 
MULTIFINANCE 
TBK, PT 
I5 0,00051 0,00024 2,08720 0,08190 0,42065 0,250054 2,11539 1,13505 1,86369 
PT ASTRA 
GRAPHIA TBK 
I6 0,00040 0,00047 0,84944 0,41230 0,05672 0,347264 28,65043 53,13951 0,53915 
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PT KALBE FARMA 
TBK 
I7 0,00020 0,00015 1,32381 0,21500 0,14912 0,169406 18,70671 59,22394 0,31586 
PT UNILEVER 
INDONESIA TBK 
I8 -0,00072 0,00070 -1,02352 0,32130 0,06145 0,863546 463,39760 1202,33000 0,38542 
PT MULTI 
BINTANG 
INDONESIA 
I9 0,05973 0,00785 7,60755 0,00000 0,79417 0,99972 2486,13700 2693,74600 0,92293 
PT BANK CIMB 
NIAGA TBK 
I10 -0,00001 0,00004 -0,15475 0,87920 0,00171 0,182355 34,14749 397,91970 0,08582 
PT SINAR MAS 
AGRO RESOURCE 
AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
TBK 
I11 0,00041 0,00008 5,32393 0,00010 0,68557 0,230148 31,81095 175,77890 0,18097 
PT INDORAMA 
SYNTHETICS TBK 
I12 1,70615 0,85695 1,99095 0,06640 0,22066 0,243279 15,95162 0,01347 1183,96942 
PT GUDANG 
GARAM TBK 
I13 0,00043 0,00009 4,75518 0,00020 0,58562 0,407297 162,34120 150,85720 1,07612 
PT INDOCEMENT 
TUNGGAL 
PRAKARSA TBK 
I14 0,00017 0,00005 3,43059 0,00370 0,43965 0,274353 23,42107 43,04765 0,54407 
PT AKR 
CORPORINDO 
TBK 
I15 0,00013 0,00043 0,31420 0,75980 0,00978 0,10383 36,74857 80,47419 0,45665 
SORINI AGRO 
ASIA 
CORPORINDO 
TBK 
I16 0,00003 0,00020 0,15709 0,87760 0,00190 0,198521 32,31181 249,79930 0,12935 
EKADHARMA 
INTERNATIONAL 
TBK 
I17 0,02658 0,01525 1,74301 0,10490 0,18943 0,379595 74,20929 76,35095 0,97195 
PT MASKAPAI 
REASURANSI 
INDONESIA TBK 
I18 0,00096 0,00093 1,03275 0,31920 0,07079 0,586255 20,90076 22,82454 0,91571 
PT RESOURCE 
ALAM 
INDONESIA TBK 
I19 0,00670 0,00285 2,35217 0,04050 0,35620 0,049812 10,51970 5,33493 1,97185 
PT PANIN 
INSURANCE TBK 
I20 0,00095 0,00040 2,38426 0,03180 0,28879 0,008914 4,92818 0,27705 17,78791 
PT LIONMESH 
PRIMA TBK 
I21 0,03711 0,00955 3,88402 0,00150 0,50142 0,113971 16,86823 32,63484 0,51688 
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MAYORA INDAH 
TBK, 
I22 0,00110 0,00034 3,21813 0,00670 0,44341 0,220874 15,42603 16,22143 0,95097 
PT INDOSAT TBK I23 0,00005 0,00006 0,82928 0,42310 0,05420 0,399989 157,36340 155,77930 1,01017 
GAJAH TUNGGAL 
TBK 
I24 0,00010 0,00006 1,58554 0,13880 0,17321 0,05066 16,12896 15,74026 1,02469 
HANJAYA 
MANDALA 
SAMPOERNA 
I25 0,00014 0,00008 1,77562 0,09480 0,16461 0,464606 204,07100 176,94210 1,15332 
PT 
TELEKOMUNIKAS
I INDONESIA TBK 
I26 0,00005 0,00002 3,34059 0,00490 0,44355 0,497075 54,18749 96,18551 0,56336 
PT UNITED 
TRACTORS TBK 
I27 0,00014 0,00010 1,41652 0,17710 0,11799 0,248538 50,82398 391,22790 0,12991 
INDOFOOD 
SUKSES 
MAKMUR 
I28 0,00006 0,00003 1,88667 0,07870 0,19179 0,307345 18,54701 47,24752 0,39255 
PT CHAROEN 
POKPHAND 
INDONESIA TBK 
I29 0,00045 0,00024 1,86421 0,07780 0,15463 0,154651 109,04840 42,92280 2,54057 
PT SEMEN 
GRESIK  
(PERSERO) TBK 
I30 0,00038 0,00013 2,95878 0,01110 0,40242 0,478819 72,92383 145,84960 0,49999 
BFI FINANCE 
INDONESIA TBK 
(PT) 
I31 0,00013 0,00018 0,72237 0,48050 0,03158 0,233735 39,39384 169,44980 0,23248 
PT BERLINA TBK I32 0,01274 0,00251 5,06948 0,00020 0,64735 0,35409 54,51885 48,89795 1,11495 
PT PAN 
BROTHERS TBK 
I33 0,00885 0,00333 2,65884 0,02220 0,39124 0,050629 18,71835 10,51854 1,77956 
PT MANDOM 
INDONESIA TBK 
I34 0,02421 0,00516 4,69438 0,00220 0,75893 0,502388 100,25390 78,05693 1,28437 
PT BERLIAN LAJU 
TANKER TBK 
I35 0,00026 0,00006 4,01211 0,00130 0,53484 0,24491 1,14154 0,00597 191,14786 
PT SUPREME 
CABLE 
MANUFACTURIN
G & COMMERCE 
TBK 
I36 0,00046 0,00019 2,41351 0,03010 0,29382 0,326536 48,95538 225,02100 0,21756 
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ASTRA 
INTERNATIONAL 
TBK PT 
I37 -0,00002 0,00006 -0,33705 0,74050 0,00705 0,28963 116,65570 156,21700 0,74675 
PT CENTURY 
TEXTILE 
INDUSTRY 
I38 0,03835 0,02209 1,73592 0,12620 0,30094 0,208934 0,02139 0,03179 0,67285 
INTANWIJAYA 
INTERNASIONAL 
TBK 
I39 0,00001 0,00001 0,39388 0,70190 0,01528 0,377921 37,95910 36,90547 1,02855 
BANK RAKYAT 
INDONESIA 
(PERSERO) TBK 
I40 -0,00001 0,00001 -0,73959 0,48360 0,07248 0,32496 14,67097 34,41217 0,42633 
RODA VIVATEX 
TBK 
I41 0,00099 0,00070 1,42374 0,17810 0,13489 0,202405 15,53657 11,14359 1,39422 
INDO KORDSA 
TBK 
I42 0,00277 0,00094 2,96054 0,01030 0,38502 0,268887 0,01327 0,00554 2,39412 
COLORPAK 
INDONESIA TBK 
I43 0,00133 0,00034 3,94093 0,00430 0,66002 0,295535 3,11410 3,29422 0,94532 
ASTRA AGRO 
LESTARI TBK 
I44 0,00076 0,00024 3,17333 0,00800 0,45628 0,496736 106,65470 114,96820 0,92769 
PT ADIRA 
DINAMIKA 
MULTI FINANCE 
TBK 
I45 0,00134 0,00032 4,21309 0,00560 0,74737 0,49975 165,06520 45,80841 3,60338 
ASTRA 
OTOPARTS TBK 
I46 0,00111 0,00047 2,33702 0,03940 0,33178 0,22268 138,89110 20,47060 6,78491 
JAYA REAL 
PROPERTY TBK 
I47 0,00194 0,00044 4,44243 0,00050 0,56816 0,282303 24,16027 0,16621 145,35991 
PERUSAHAAN 
GAS NEGARA 
(PERSERO) TBK 
I48 0,00006 0,00002 2,51489 0,04560 0,51317 0,522158 0,00552 0,00607 0,90927 
SAMUDERA 
INDONESIA TBK 
I49 0,00488 0,00071 6,91262 0,00010 0,84151 0,239889 0,00874 0,01318 0,66265 
FAST FOOD 
INDONESIA TBK 
I50 0,00242 0,00066 3,66433 0,00230 0,47234 0,198905 80,64258 21,97436 3,66985 
LAUTAN LUAS 
TBK 
I51 0,00699 0,00179 3,89719 0,00800 0,71682 0,25417 50,04116 34,35782 1,45647 
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PT POOL 
ADVISTA 
INDONESIA TBK 
I52 0,01998 0,01044 1,91379 0,15160 0,54973 0,844783 228,14440 56,22450 4,05774 
DELTA DJAKARTA 
TBK 
I53 0,20224 0,10247 1,97360 0,07190 0,24505 0,257127 1791,13800 315,73150 5,67298 
GOWA 
MAKASSAR 
TOURISM 
DEVELOPMENT 
TBK 
I54 -0,00042 0,00191 -0,22059 0,84590 0,02375 0,207727 0,33806 3,82892 0,08829 
PP LONDON 
SUMATRA 
INDONESIA TBK 
I55 -0,00001 0,00020 -0,03105 0,97670 0,00024 0,191985 14,54818 114,99110 0,12652 
SUMI INDO 
KABEL TBK 
I56 0,00347 0,00036 9,74281 0,00000 0,87954 0,2919 0,00374 0,02632 0,14191 
METRODATA 
ELECTRONICS 
TBK 
I57 0,00074 0,00243 0,30228 0,76760 0,00756 0,206885 57,45554 86,45276 0,66459 
ADHI KARYA 
(PERSERO) TBK 
I58 0,00070 0,00029 2,42724 0,07220 0,59561 0,3 6,40828 3,42093 1,87326 
ARWANA 
CITRAMULIA TBK 
I59 0,00055 0,00032 1,70641 0,13170 0,29377 0,229375 3,87394 1,77210 2,18607 
ACE HARDWARE 
INDONESIA TBK, 
PT 
I60 0,00064 0,00044 1,45720 0,28240 0,51497 0,098415 14,03612 0,88734 15,81822 
JASA MARGA 
(PERSERO) TBK, 
PT 
I61 0,00018 0,00009 2,12928 0,16700 0,69390 0,5 6,79570 2,97667 2,28299 
TOTAL BANGUN 
PERSADA TBK 
I62 -0,00028 0,00035 -0,80806 0,50390 0,24612 0,351983 0,20573 1,28435 0,16018 
JAYA 
KONSTRUKSI 
MANGGALA 
PRATAMA TBK,, 
PT 
I63 0,00030 0,00005 6,60900 0,02210 0,95622 0,321165 0,84092 3,30174 0,25469 
WIJAYA KARYA 
(PERSERO) TBK, 
PT 
I64 0,00030 0,00002 15,52371 0,00410 0,99177 0,289774 1,43777 1,43438 1,00236 
BANK BUMI 
ARTA 
I65 0,00043 0,00003 15,60950 0,00410 0,99186 0,251032 0,29516 0,36719 0,80383 
SAMPOERNA 
AGRO TBK, PT 
I66 0,00090 0,00025 3,62516 0,03610 0,81415 0,330543 45,70255 12,99251 3,51761 
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PT BANK 
BUKOPIN 
I67 0,00012 0,00007 1,78722 0,14840 0,44399 0,399911 6,97105 1,95821 3,55990 
INDO 
TAMBANGRAYA 
MEGAH TBK, PT 
I68 0,00083 0,00010 8,57064 0,01330 0,97349 0,657059 0,03923 0,04472 0,87729 
PT BANK 
HIMPUNAN 
SAUDARA 1906 
I69 0,00098 0,00025 3,99583 0,02810 0,84183 0,237441 2,78183 3,77628 0,73666 
PT SARA LEE 
BODY CARE 
INDONESIA TBK 
I70 0,09091 0,11735 0,77473 0,46390 0,07897 0,395716 1517,49400 1166,95700 1,30039 
MUSTIKA RATU 
TBK 
I71 0,00770 0,00267 2,88517 0,02030 0,50993 0,250339 56,06138 17,92518 3,12752 
KIMIA FARMA 
(PERSERO) TBK 
I72 0,00013 0,00002 6,20091 0,00030 0,82778 0,300006 2,02406 1,11674 1,81247 
BANK 
NUSANTARA 
PARAHYANGAN 
I73 0,01658 0,01762 0,94126 0,44590 0,30699 0,204109 16,93483 1,61105 10,51169 
PT SEPATU BATA 
TBK 
I74 0,06096 0,01272 4,79391 0,00100 0,71859 0,529514 930,88440 1206,36700 0,77164 
PT BAKRIE 
SUMATERA 
PLANTATIONS 
TBK 
I75 0,00034 0,00063 0,53891 0,59740 0,01783 0,146347 64,78673 40,45294 1,60153 
HEXINDO 
ADIPERKASA TBK 
I76 0,00314 0,00104 3,01319 0,01080 0,43072 0,311538 0,01030 0,03343 0,30815 
PT ANEKA 
TAMBANG TBK 
I77 -0,00003 0,00005 -0,57457 0,57620 0,02677 0,392185 74,48921 70,80840 1,05198 
PT ASAHIMAS 
FLAT GLASS TBK 
I78 0,00088 0,00031 2,85835 0,01340 0,38593 0,157276 23,31451 31,22552 0,74665 
GOODYEAR 
INDONESIA TBK 
I79 -0,00134 0,00591 -0,22718 0,82300 0,00303 0,440091 48,11630 0,03560 1351,46757 
BANK MEGA TBK I80 0,00140 0,00037 3,80579 0,01900 0,78360 0,349837 40,05820 23,06829 1,73650 
PT CITRA 
TUBINDO TBK 
I81 0,00354 0,00182 1,95207 0,07680 0,25729 0,68508 0,07113 0,07164 0,99295 
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PT BUMI 
RESOURCES TBK 
I82 0,00000 0,00001 0,20257 0,84200 0,00256 0,139831 0,00517 0,00958 0,53961 
PT LIPPO 
GENERAL 
INSURANCE TBK 
I83 0,00427 0,00113 3,76477 0,00310 0,56303 0,195417 19,63701 28,66573 0,68503 
PT ENSEVAL 
PUTERA 
MEGATRADING 
TBK 
I84 0,00011 0,00023 0,48890 0,63200 0,01569 0,074496 18,40584 10,50973 1,75131 
TIRTA 
MAHAKAM 
RESOURCES TBK 
I85 -0,00008 0,00041 -0,20860 0,84000 0,00541 0,232454 3,36065 5,50078 0,61094 
PT TIGARAKSA 
SATRIA TBK 
I86 -0,00062 0,00374 -0,16491 0,87140 0,00194 0,490733 194,76190 245,74820 0,79253 
TIMAH TBK I87 0,00182 0,00041 4,39692 0,00060 0,58000 0,429357 404,37710 351,18220 1,15147 
MATAHARI 
PUTRA PRIMA 
TBK 
I88 0,00042 0,00001 47,75249 0,00000 0,99390 0,275566 127,66830 18,11957 7,04588 
RIG TENDERS 
INDONESIA TBK 
I89 -0,00065 0,00396 -0,16487 0,87160 0,00209 0,324502 0,01374 0,02050 0,67016 
FORTUNE 
INDONESIA TBK 
I90 0,00072 0,00063 1,13924 0,33730 0,30198 0,017997 0,37796 0,06619 5,71046 
PT CENTRIS 
MULTIPERSADA 
PRATAMA TBK 
I91 0,01391 0,00494 2,81306 0,01470 0,37839 0,065066 12,40691 9,73994 1,27382 
SUMMARECON 
AGUNG TBK 
I92 0,00046 0,00034 1,37198 0,19020 0,11150 0,216495 17,21258 39,22225 0,43885 
MERCK TBK I93 0,05048 0,01166 4,32790 0,00060 0,55530 0,818238 1141,07300 669,21050 1,70510 
ASURANSI 
RAMAYANA TBK 
PT 
I94 0,01075 0,01068 1,00643 0,33130 0,06747 0,412477 44,82879 60,98054 0,73513 
BENTOEL 
INTERNASIONAL 
INVESTAMA TBK 
I95 0,00009 0,00020 0,43251 0,67550 0,02036 0,001922 10,71689 2,42799 4,41390 
MEDCO ENERGI 
INTERNASIONAL 
TBK 
I96 0,00015 0,00043 0,33764 0,74710 0,01865 0,269796 0,02088 0,00696 3,00144 
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ERATEX DJAJA 
LTD, TBK 
I97 0,00385 0,00220 1,74904 0,12380 0,30412 0,224391 24,21356 71,45169 0,33888 
SURYA CITRA 
MEDIA TBK 
I98 0,00039 0,00025 1,55789 0,16320 0,25745 0,770427 47,26269 21,16990 2,23254 
PT SUGIH 
ENERGY TBK 
I99 0,00080 0,00024 3,38530 0,02760 0,74127 0,199463 0,59409 1,62806 0,36491 
TEMBAGA MULIA 
SEMANAN TBK 
I100 0,01380 0,00547 2,52179 0,02130 0,26107 0,218945 101,10200 193,33090 0,52295 
TEMPO SCAN 
PACIFIC TBK 
I101 0,00096 0,00044 2,18417 0,05390 0,32298 0,309526 95,32334 46,17513 2,06439 
PT ASURANSI 
HARTA AMAN 
PRATAMA TBK 
I102 0,01033 0,01409 0,73318 0,47550 0,03698 0,352189 44,80457 32,48713 1,37915 
PT CITRA MARGA 
NUSAPHALA 
PERSADA TBK 
I103 0,00023 0,00009 2,62720 0,01900 0,31514 0,149257 13,09616 15,66581 0,83597 
PT ASURANSI 
DAYIN MITRA 
TERBUKA 
I104 0,00335 0,00337 0,99459 0,33810 0,07071 0,452277 16,57673 44,87849 0,36937 
PT ASURANSI 
BINTANG TBK 
I105 0,00144 0,00565 0,25552 0,80230 0,00500 0,444941 53,26058 54,46605 0,97787 
SELAMAT 
SEMPURNA TBK 
I106 0,00125 0,00042 2,99682 0,01030 0,40858 0,427777 45,93408 26,58713 1,72768 
BANK CENTRAL 
ASIA 
I107 0,00005 0,00003 1,67413 0,12500 0,21892 0,393725 59,89159 36,00567 1,66339 
BANK DANAMON 
INDONESIA TBK 
I108 0,00000 0,00001 0,30156 0,76710 0,00603 0,359546 87,15280 963,15070 0,09049 
HUMPUSS 
INTERMODA 
TRANSPORTASI 
TBK 
I109 0,00073 0,00034 2,15297 0,05680 0,31672 0,10966 24,04387 12,09061 1,98864 
BUANA FINANCE 
TBK PT 
I110 0,00130 0,00053 2,44068 0,02750 0,28425 0,100208 33,71701 89,70824 0,37585 
BANK PAN 
INDONESIA TBK 
PT - PANIN BANK 
I111 0,00008 0,00004 2,21161 0,04290 0,24590 0,107804 14,47230 5,48878 2,63671 
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BANK NEGARA 
INDONESIA 
(PERSERO) - 
BANK BNI 
I112 0,00000 0,00000 0,87208 0,39900 0,05527 0,299982 27,68502 213,64870 0,12958 
BANK 
INTERNASIONAL 
INDONESIA TBK 
I113 -0,00001 0,00001 -0,75553 0,46340 0,04206 0,160823 15,41897 136,38250 0,11306 
BANK OCBC NISP 
TBK 
I114 0,00032 0,00016 1,97482 0,07390 0,26174 0,232507 14,48076 9,56865 1,51336 
DUTA PERTIWI 
NUSANTARA TBK 
I115 0,00230 0,00173 1,32991 0,20640 0,11976 0,355041 22,93778 32,46279 0,70659 
PANORAMA 
SENTRAWISATA 
TBK 
I116 0,00232 0,00027 8,51132 0,00040 0,93544 0,099586 1,55062 0,77429 2,00263 
PUDJIADI 
PRESTIGE TBK 
I117 0,00277 0,00050 5,50086 0,00090 0,81213 0,179205 11,83845 14,42906 0,82046 
PETROSEA TBK I118 79,78368 15,46570 5,15875 0,00010 0,65528 0,237853 227,20430 0,05665 4010,80885 
PT BANK OF 
INDIA 
INDONESIA TBK 
I119 0,00152 0,00071 2,14753 0,07540 0,43460 0,465633 4,84062 2,45340 1,97303 
PUDJIADI AND 
SONS TBK, 
I120 0,00001 0,00003 0,23911 0,81580 0,00569 0,304482 30,64494 34,05899 0,89976 
PLAZA 
INDONESIA 
REALTY TBK 
I121 0,00019 0,00069 0,26949 0,79100 0,00452 0,042267 16,89948 5,60350 3,01588 
PT ASURANSI 
BINA DANA ARTA 
TBK 
I122 0,01749 0,00797 2,19416 0,05950 0,37570 0,302124 104,33880 57,60853 1,81117 
TUNAS BARU 
LAMPUNG TBK 
I123 0,00015 0,00009 1,71502 0,12050 0,24631 0,119865 5,69402 1,43907 3,95673 
BANK MANDIRI 
(PERSERO) TBK 
I124 0,00001 0,00001 0,58285 0,58120 0,05358 0,496274 30,37480 28,50457 1,06561 
PT UNGGUL 
INDAH CAHAYA 
TBK 
I125 0,00446 0,00154 2,89946 0,01450 0,43319 0,287982 0,01294 0,00906 1,42848 
PT TUNAS 
RIDEAN TBK 
I126 0,00061 0,00023 2,58078 0,02180 0,32238 0,247108 40,27453 21,30307 1,89055 
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VALE INDONESIA 
TBK 
I127 0,00012 0,00016 0,74808 0,46460 0,03187 0,356041 0,05368 0,09414 0,57022 
PT TRIAS 
SENTOSA TBK 
I128 0,00053 0,00026 2,06164 0,05830 0,23289 0,228961 22,16642 29,85673 0,74243 
PT ULTRAJAYA 
MILK INDUSTRY 
& TRADING 
COMPANY TBK 
I129 0,00014 0,00019 0,73317 0,47480 0,03460 0,358432 13,09833 15,29560 0,85635 
PT BUKIT ASAM 
(PERSERO) TBK 
I130 0,00037 0,00009 4,31163 0,00350 0,72646 0,50007 50,06404 76,42410 0,65508 
CENTRIN ONLINE 
TBK 
I131 0,00136 0,00045 3,05166 0,02840 0,65066 0,099102 3,04013 1,44136 2,10921 
BANK ICB 
BUMIPUTERA 
I132 -0,00001 0,00006 -0,25629 0,80630 0,01083 0,446124 1,32501 4,86539 0,27233 
INTRACO PENTA 
TBK 
I133 0,00575 0,00096 6,00842 0,00000 0,72057 0,283965 20,38775 20,23742 1,00743 
CLIPAN FINANCE 
INDONESIA TBK, 
PT 
I134 0,00119 0,00351 0,33834 0,74290 0,01256 0,032779 29,86908 9,62822 3,10224 
INDOSPRING TBK I135 0,00735 0,00554 1,32719 0,21130 0,13803 0,029456 31,15095 9,73785 3,19896 
CHAMPION 
PACIFIC 
INDONESIA TBK 
I136 0,00140 0,00482 0,29091 0,77770 0,00932 0,353186 27,66311 41,83078 0,66131 
RAMAYANA 
LESTARI 
SENTOSA TBK 
I137 0,00041 0,00027 1,52919 0,14850 0,14312 0,497223 35,31768 32,12438 1,09940 
PT LION METAL 
WORKS TBK 
I138 0,01853 0,00523 3,54638 0,00320 0,47322 0,239738 54,31310 24,65984 2,20249 
PT GLOBAL 
MEDIACOM TBK 
I139 0,00069 0,00021 3,21152 0,01240 0,56317 0,067715 10,15902 0,23701 42,86325 
GÜBRE 
FABRIKALARI 
T,A,S, 
T1 0,00005 0,00012 0,39400 0,70720 0,02522 0,28695 0,14505 0,39667 0,36567 
TURCAS PETROL 
A,S, 
T2 0,05487 0,02346 2,33856 0,14430 0,73222 0,50731 0,36691 0,78166 0,46940 
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EREGLI DEMIR VE 
ÇELIK 
FABRIKALARI 
T,A,S, 
T3 -0,00001 0,00000 -3,78737 0,03230 0,82703 0,335006 0,00011 0,00006 1,93162 
EGE GÜBRE 
SANAYII A,S, 
T4 -0,00903 0,00605 -1,49257 0,27410 0,52694 0,3949 0,04035 0,03407 1,18430 
BOLU CIMENTO 
SANAYII A,S, 
T5 -0,00093 0,00117 -0,79689 0,47010 0,13701 0,823755 0,02993 0,22239 0,13459 
FORD OTOMOTIV 
SANAYI A,S, 
T6 0,00018 0,00096 0,18568 0,85800 0,00490 0,507261 0,13887 0,18697 0,74275 
ALARKO CARRIER 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T7 -0,00055 0,00029 -1,91240 0,15180 0,54936 0,286486 0,00029 0,00004 6,53670 
SÖKTAS TEKSTIL 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T8 -0,10508 0,17385 -0,60441 0,65390 0,26757 0,296942 0,03754 0,01891 1,98530 
TOFAS TÜRK 
OTOMOBIL 
FABRIKASI A,S, 
T9 0,00093 0,00271 0,34087 0,74480 0,01900 0,206821 0,13823 0,04055 3,40853 
TURKIYE SISE VE 
CAM 
FABRIKALARI A,S, 
T10 -0,00005 0,00006 -0,88353 0,44200 0,20648 0,318703 0,00007 0,00028 0,26993 
ÇIMENTAS IZMIR 
ÇIMENTO 
FABRIKASI T,A,S, 
T11 -0,00025 0,00034 -0,75051 0,50740 0,15808 0,187097 0,00026 0,00005 5,45263 
AKÇANSA 
ÇIMENTO SANAYI 
VE TICARET A,S, 
T12 0,00016 0,00063 0,25953 0,81950 0,03258 0,73333 0,00191 0,00088 2,18151 
AFYON ÇIMENTO 
SANAYI T,A,S, 
T13 0,14967 0,04974 3,00873 0,01970 0,56393 0,122498 0,07033 0,02174 3,23598 
ADEL 
KALEMCILIK 
TICARET VE 
SANAYI A,S, 
T14 0,00027 0,00086 0,30923 0,78640 0,04563 0,413365 0,00024 0,00007 3,33333 
DITAS DOGAN 
YEDEK PARÇA 
IMALAT VE 
TEKNIK A,S, 
T15 0,26004 0,26246 0,99079 0,35080 0,10930 0,332803 0,28304 0,23500 1,20443 
EGE ENDÜSTRI 
VE TICARET A,S, 
T16 6,84000 0,00013 0,53488 0,61570 0,05412 0,562361 0,00013 0,00019 0,71123 
SÖNMEZ 
FILAMENT 
SENTETIK IPLIK 
VE ELYAF SANAYI 
A,S, 
T17 0,00031 0,00098 0,31599 0,80520 0,09078 0,030667 0,00013 0,00001 8,70748 
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BRISA 
BRIDGESTONE 
SABANCI LASTIK 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T18 0,00025 0,00006 4,24431 0,00810 0,78274 0,5311 0,00186 0,77898 0,00239 
ÇELEBI HAVA 
SERVISI A,S, 
T19 0,00025 0,00021 1,15971 0,33010 0,30954 0,724463 0,00130 0,00083 1,55942 
TURKIYE IS 
BANKASI A,S, - 
ISBANK 
T20 0,00000 0,00004 0,08449 0,93430 0,00071 0,249476 0,05073 0,04249 1,19404 
USAS UÇAK 
SERVISI A,S, 
T21 0,02397 0,00136 1,76301 0,00010 0,98729 0,893888 0,05885 0,05549 1,06050 
YAPI VE KREDI 
BANKASI A,S, 
T22 0,00000 0,00000 -0,01727 0,98700 0,00008 0,432726 0,00010 0,00040 0,24239 
ÇIMSA ÇIMENTO 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T23 0,00017 0,00005 3,10014 0,09020 0,82775 0,486856 0,00042 0,00026 1,65882 
FENIS 
ALÜMINYUM 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T24 -0,00011 0,00135 -0,07942 0,94390 0,00314 0,659452 0,00032 0,00017 1,86471 
SASA POLYESTER 
SANAYI A,S, 
T25 0,00011 0,00004 2,65283 0,07680 0,70112 0,103455 0,00032 0,00006 5,60976 
GÖLTAS GÖLLER 
BÖLGESI 
ÇIMENTO SANAYI 
VE TICARET A,S, 
T26 0,00007 0,00014 0,50440 0,63200 0,04068 0,46689 0,00051 0,00061 0,82545 
ECZACIBASI 
YATIRIM 
HOLDING 
ORTAKLIGI A,S, 
T27 -0,00675 0,00307 -2,19729 0,15910 0,70709 0,249112 0,02554 0,11806 0,21629 
DERIMOD 
KONFEKSIYON 
AYAKKABI DERI 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T28 0,00576 0,00364 1,57945 0,25500 0,55503 0,115385 0,00013 0,00002 6,93989 
ASLAN ÇIMENTO 
A,S, 
T29 0,00030 0,00072 0,41741 0,70450 0,05489 0,448276 0,00055 0,00035 1,58046 
TRAKYA CAM 
SANAYII A,S, 
T30 -0,00508 0,00242 -2,10341 0,06860 0,35610 0,733898 0,05831 0,05519 1,05653 
EGE PROFIL 
TICARET VE 
SANAYI A,S, 
T31 -0,00005 0,00020 -0,23004 0,82930 0,01306 0,479867 0,00026 0,00057 0,45343 
TAT KONSERVE 
SANAYII A,S, 
T32 0,00019 0,00011 1,75563 0,13950 0,38136 0,32576 0,00008 0,00011 0,75364 
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BURÇELIK BURSA 
ÇELIK DÖKÜM 
SANAYII A,S, 
T33 0,00160 0,00133 1,20143 0,35260 0,41919 0,54476 0,00006 0,08634 0,00075 
KELEBEK 
MOBILYA SANAYI 
VE TICARET A,S, 
T34 0,00083 0,00113 0,73101 0,54080 0,21085 0,103764 0,00003 0,00001 2,17931 
MARDIN 
ÇIMENTO 
SANAYII VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T35 0,01651 0,00768 2,14974 0,08430 0,48033 0,786353 0,14868 0,15834 0,93896 
PINAR SU SANAYI 
VE TICARET A,S, 
T36 0,00152 0,00036 4,24441 0,02400 0,85725 0,5019 0,00011 0,00013 0,83465 
MUTLU AKÜ VE 
MALZEMELERI 
SANAYI A,S, 
T37 0,00504 0,00163 3,09589 0,02700 0,65717 0,124314 0,00302 0,00505 0,59853 
PINAR ENTEGRE 
ET VE UN 
SANAYII A,S, 
T38 -0,10713 0,12875 -0,83206 0,49290 0,25715 0,523182 0,08971 0,03979 2,25445 
OLMUKSA 
INTERNATIONAL 
PAPER SABANCI 
AMBALAJ SANAII 
VE TICARET A,S, 
T39 0,03274 0,03891 0,84125 0,42800 0,09182 0,315473 0,07007 0,07020 0,99802 
KONYA ÇIMENTO 
SANAYII A,S, 
T40 0,11243 0,08879 1,26633 0,24100 0,16698 0,343328 0,72194 1,00880 0,71564 
AK SIGORTA 
ANONIM SIRKETI 
T41 0,00002 0,00001 2,12377 0,10090 0,52999 0,486794 0,00013 0,00020 0,61765 
AKBANK T,A,S, T42 0,00011 0,00020 0,54048 0,60830 0,04643 0,335016 0,08013 0,06409 1,25029 
TESCO KIPA KITLE 
PAZARLAMA 
TICARET GIDA 
SANAYI A,S, 
T43 -0,00001 0,00001 -0,46323 0,66270 0,04115 0,124871 0,00005 0,13655 0,00033 
EGE SERAMIK 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T44 0,00007 0,00017 0,40862 0,72240 0,07705 0,71134 0,00012 0,00022 0,52511 
KARSU TEKSTIL 
SANAYII VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T45 -0,00001 0,00005 -0,19157 0,86030 0,01209 0,246563 0,00005 0,00004 1,07586 
LÜKS KADIFE 
TICARET VE 
SANAYII A,S, 
T46 0,00218 0,00215 1,01427 0,41720 0,33966 0,571429 0,00033 0,00016 2,07547 
BOSSA TICARET 
VE SANAYI 
ISLETMELERI 
T,A,S, 
T47 0,00004 0,00002 1,63626 0,15290 0,30854 0,359942 0,00019 0,00013 1,40299 
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OTOKAR 
OTOMOTIV VE 
SAVUNMA 
SANAYI A,S, 
T48 0,00015 0,00024 0,62479 0,59590 0,16331 0,194822 0,00011 0,00002 5,96774 
COMPONENTA 
DÖKTAS 
DÖKÜMCÜLÜK 
TICARET VE 
SANAYI A,S, 
T49 0,00055 0,00018 3,10695 0,02660 0,65878 0,00073 0,00006 0,00000 214,72868 
HÜRRIYET 
GAZETECILIK VE 
MATBAACILIK 
A,S, 
T50 0,00003 0,00007 0,50825 0,62690 0,03559 0,339512 0,00117 0,00076 1,53018 
BAGFAS 
BANDIRMA 
GÜBRE 
FABRIKALARI A,S, 
T51 0,10208 0,02388 4,27562 0,00210 0,67010 0,420239 0,78793 1,53328 0,51389 
KORDSA GLOBAL 
ENDUSTRIYEL 
IPLIK VE KORD 
BEZI SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T52 0,00009 0,00006 1,58359 0,25410 0,55632 0,504043 0,00008 0,00004 2,02750 
MARSHALL BOYA 
VE VERNIK 
SANAYII A,S, 
T53 0,03109 0,17941 0,17332 0,87340 0,00991 0,577892 0,42664 0,30614 1,39361 
MIGROS TICARET 
A,S, 
T54 0,00005 0,00009 0,50136 0,63400 0,04021 0,200699 0,00079 0,00080 0,98753 
BURSA ÇIMENTO 
FABRIKASI A,S, 
T55 -0,00014 0,00014 -1,03383 0,37730 0,26268 0,565264 0,00027 0,00024 1,14226 
ANADOLU CAM 
SANAYII A,S, 
T56 0,00003 0,00000 1,33762 0,00090 0,98351 0,275878 0,00007 0,00004 1,80328 
DEMISAS 
DÖKÜM EMAYE 
MAMÜLLERI 
SANAYI A,S, 
T57 -0,08168 0,18040 -0,45280 0,69510 0,09298 0,415006 0,11832 0,00669 17,69169 
ASELSAN 
ELEKTRONIK 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T58 0,00440 0,01555 0,28293 0,78860 0,01576 0,310169 0,16518 0,19510 0,84664 
ALKIM KAGIT 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T59 0,01134 0,00934 1,21394 0,34870 0,42424 0,085604 0,03378 0,00062 54,48226 
ALKIM ALKALI 
KIMYA A,S, 
T60 -0,00536 0,04114 -0,13040 0,90820 0,00843 0,810659 0,23029 0,06453 3,56866 
BSH EV ALETLERI 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T61 0,00076 0,00026 2,96088 0,05950 0,74505 0,410161 0,00060 0,00029 2,11228 
ARENA 
BILGISAYAR 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T62 0,00473 0,01360 0,34795 0,76110 0,05708 0,335214 0,08555 0,06200 1,37980 
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SINPAS 
GAYRIMENKUL 
YATIRIM 
ORTAKLIGI A,S, 
T63 -0,00013 0,00010 -1,28866 0,42010 0,62415 0,586319 0,01586 0,03619 0,43811 
BORUSAN 
MANNESMANN 
BORU SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T64 0,04429 0,02534 1,74785 0,15540 0,43302 0,358064 0,18433 0,19801 0,93093 
BATISÖKE SÖKE 
ÇIMENTO 
SANAYII T,A,S, 
T65 0,26733 0,35736 0,74808 0,53240 0,21864 0,008572 0,03593 0,00055 65,44991 
AVIVA SIGORTA 
AS 
T66 0,00001 0,00006 0,17473 0,87740 0,01504 0,307523 0,00002 0,00019 0,12579 
ISIKLAR YATIRIM 
HOLDING A,S 
T67 0,00021 0,00028 0,73399 0,53930 0,21221 0,5 0,00035 0,00024 1,48523 
ATAKULE 
GAYRIMENKUL 
YATIRIM 
ORTAKLIGI 
T68 0,01501 0,00768 1,95390 0,14570 0,55997 0,100309 0,02602 0,00603 4,31564 
NUH CIMENTO 
SANAYI A,S, VE 
BAGLI 
ORTAKLIKLARI 
T69 0,00468 0,00268 1,74526 0,13150 0,33672 0,636605 0,18690 0,17956 1,04092 
FENERBAHÇE 
FUTBOL A,S, 
T70 0,00824 0,01414 0,58288 0,58530 0,06363 0,771773 0,51049 0,43463 1,17453 
ÜLKER BISKUVI 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T71 0,00587 0,00056 1,05182 0,00000 0,90956 0,206027 0,15363 0,07653 2,00758 
ANADOLU EFES 
BIRACILIK VE 
MALT SANAYII 
A,S, 
T72 0,00243 0,00204 1,19216 0,26370 0,13638 0,330174 0,28095 0,23815 1,17972 
TÜRKIYE PETROL 
RAFINERILERI 
A,S, - TÜPRAS 
T73 0,00467 0,00067 6,94071 0,00000 0,80058 0,725514 0,99262 0,72776 1,36393 
DYO BOYA 
FABRIKALARI 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T74 0,00122 0,00098 1,24384 0,33960 0,43616 0,761824 0,00050 0,00124 0,40405 
YATAS YATAK VE 
YORGAN SANAYI 
TICARET A,S, 
T75 0,00040 0,00411 0,09607 0,93220 0,00459 0,101836 0,00016 0,00004 3,75000 
YÜNSA YÜNLÜ 
SANAYI VE 
TICARET A,S, 
T76 -0,00005 0,00012 -0,44351 0,68030 0,04687 0,469901 0,00015 0,00006 2,58348 
T,DEMIR DÖKÜM 
FABRIKALARI A,S, 
T77 0,000061 0,000070 0,872327 0,422900 0,132088 0,164366 0,000101 0,000070 1,440799 
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ASIA 
COMMERCIAL 
JOINT-STOCK 
BANK - NGAN 
HANG A CHAU 
V1 0,001781 0,000504 3,534052 0,071600 0,861969 0,69599 509,589700 404,599400 1,259492 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN THUONG 
MAI XUAT NHAP 
KHAU THU DUC - 
TIMEXCO 
V2 0,152271 0,054530 2,792400 0,107900 0,795866 0,354809 272,211100 489,641800 0,555939 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN DIEN TU 
TAN BINH - VTB 
V3 0,009380 0,021250 0,441395 0,702100 0,088768 0,612004 150,237900 211,776000 0,709419 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN DIEN LUC 
KHANH HOA - 
KHPC 
V4 0,062552 0,016172 3,867992 0,060800 0,882085 0,450355 273,230900 211,776000 1,290188 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN VAN TAI 
HA TIEN - HATIEN 
TRANSCO 
V5 0,073250 0,038685 1,893524 0,198800 0,641926 0,491219 205,251300 362,785200 0,565765 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN CANG 
DOAN XA - 
DOANXA PORT 
V6 0,073250 0,038685 1,893524 0,198800 0,641926 0,39231 205,251300 362,785200 0,565765 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN BAO BI XI 
MANG BUT SON 
V7 0,033441 0,002639 1,266995 0,006200 0,987694 0,600597 37,301860 591,482900 0,063065 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN HOP TAC 
LAO DONG VOI 
NUOC NGOAI 
V8 0,107466 0,070037 1,534406 0,264700 0,540695 0,168942 306,315800 343,067600 0,892873 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN XAY DUNG 
VA PHAT TRIEN 
CO SO HA TANG 
V9 0,415462 0,282537 1,470467 0,279200 0,519493 0,814738 158,113900 123,367500 1,281650 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN SUA VIET 
NAM - VINAMILK 
V10 -0,000594 0,000854 -0,695742 0,558600 0,194866 0,406601 162,128700 306,659100 0,528694 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN PHAT 
TRIEN NHA THU 
DUC - THUDUC 
HOUSE 
V11 0,031243 0,017401 1,795490 0,214400 0,617136 0,304383 385,021700 73,156720 5,262971 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN DICH VU 
TONG HOP SAI 
GON 
V12 0,011377 0,034105 0,333605 0,770400 0,052713 0,316448 308,452400 285,518900 1,080322 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN TAP DOAN 
HOA PHAT 
V13 0,008190 0,002677 3,059416 0,092300 0,823944 0,172177 910,259000 136,364200 6,675205 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN SAN XUAT 
THUONG MAI 
MAY SAI GON - 
GARMEX SAIGON 
V14 0,091310 0,108815 0,839128 0,489700 0,260392 0,408977 246,112600 170,400200 1,444321 
CONG TY CO 
PHAN BAO BI 
BIM SON - BPC 
V15 0,252916 0,056820 4,451149 0,046900 0,908310 0,389 235,129100 211,813500 1,110076 
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OCTODEC 
INVESTMENTS 
LTD 
S1 0,000762 0,000214 3,565379 0,002400 0,427839 0,888813 0,090154 24,169760 0,003730 
EMIRA 
PROPERTY FUND 
S2 -0,005378 0,001328 -4,049570 0,027100 0,845353 0,896049 0,586049 0,571033 1,026296 
CORONATION 
FUND 
MANAGERS 
LIMITED 
S3 -0,000491 0,001704 -0,288356 0,791800 0,026969 0,379257 0,110464 0,070737 1,561616 
PHUMELELA 
GAMING AND 
LEISURE LIMITED 
S4 0,006022 0,002573 2,340869 0,079300 0,578044 0,417279 0,118026 0,087077 1,355421 
TELKOM SA 
LIMITED 
S5 -0,000371 0,000356 -1,041410 0,322200 0,097842 0,246311 2,624712 4,020468 0,652837 
CAPITEC BANK 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S6 0,010107 0,000917 1,101990 0,000000 0,938194 0,381155 0,180830 0,192540 0,939181 
MMI HOLDINGS 
LTD 
S7 0,000785 0,000458 1,712872 0,130500 0,295344 0,310454 0,282648 0,372716 0,758347 
COMBINED 
MOTOR 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S8 -0,014923 0,009585 -1,556877 0,140300 0,139112 0,321113 0,624559 0,518498 1,204554 
NORTHAM 
PLATINUM 
LIMITED 
S9 0,002947 0,000905 3,257074 0,005700 0,431092 0,194652 1,073727 0,263470 4,075329 
JD GROUP LTD S10 0,003566 0,000868 4,106929 0,000900 0,529292 0,302675 0,884776 0,495516 1,785565 
PRETORIA 
PORTLAND 
CEMENT 
COMPANY 
LIMITED 
S11 0,000777 0,003567 0,217676 0,830000 0,002488 0,680615 3,341978 3,264766 1,023650 
BARLOWORLD 
LIMITED 
S12 0,001121 0,000306 3,666950 0,001600 0,414421 0,437739 1,055031 1,414466 0,745886 
IMPALA 
PLATINUM 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S13 0,007353 0,003521 2,088161 0,054200 0,225223 0,501992 19,116730 8,334911 2,293573 
EVRAZ HIGHVELD 
STEEL AND 
VANADIUM 
LIMITED 
S14 0,011984 0,003964 3,022849 0,007700 0,349596 0,432139 7,656568 2,941475 2,602969 
SASOL LIMITED S15 0,000524 0,000108 4,840903 0,000200 0,594262 0,352138 1,063965 2,459600 0,432576 
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TIGER BRANDS 
LIMITED 
S16 0,000384 0,000618 0,620931 0,542000 0,019889 0,381858 0,500242 0,462264 1,082157 
AVI LIMITED S17 0,000597 0,000718 0,831418 0,425100 0,064656 0,488634 0,128031 0,184935 0,692303 
ANGLO 
AMERICAN 
PLATINUM 
LIMITED 
S18 -0,001328 0,001473 -0,901864 0,388300 0,075218 0,677589 15,537550 11,032460 1,408349 
TRANS HEX 
GROUP LTD 
S19 0,000505 0,001189 0,424742 0,677500 0,012722 0,227575 0,197343 0,520084 0,379444 
SAPPI LIMITED S20 0,001336 0,000536 2,492934 0,037400 0,437203 0,303086 0,088913 0,142683 0,623151 
ANGLOGOLD 
ASHANTI 
LIMITED 
S21 0,002254 0,000997 2,259514 0,050200 0,361947 0,12899 2,787442 2,101310 1,326526 
AFRICAN 
RAINBOW 
MINERALS 
LIMITED 
S22 0,010538 0,001749 6,024619 0,000000 0,694049 0,192564 5,691672 0,828794 6,867415 
TONGAAT 
HULETT LIMITED 
S23 0,000741 0,000883 0,838720 0,414800 0,044796 0,358026 1,019049 2,518907 0,404560 
FAMOUS 
BRANDS LIMITED 
S24 0,001191 0,004065 0,293099 0,774100 0,006565 0,492208 0,127720 0,046595 2,741067 
INVESTEC 
LIMITED 
S25 0,000078 0,001049 0,073925 0,941900 0,000304 0,479453 0,133980 0,271870 0,492809 
AFRICAN 
OXYGEN LIMITED 
S26 0,003999 0,000654 6,114256 0,000000 0,727542 0,542896 1,042110 0,680391 1,531634 
GOLD FIELDS 
LIMITED 
S27 0,000872 0,000461 1,894178 0,087500 0,264052 0,433233 0,706374 1,070966 0,659567 
NEDBANK 
GROUP LIMITED 
S28 0,000686 0,000300 2,288660 0,035200 0,235542 0,25642 1,160756 1,608837 0,721488 
WOOLWORTHS 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S29 -0,000121 0,000258 -0,467995 0,652300 0,026648 0,534578 0,112224 0,070115 1,600570 
REX TRUEFORM 
CLOTHING 
COMPANY 
LIMITED 
S30 0,009530 0,010502 0,907477 0,376800 0,046204 0,338391 0,147127 0,194073 0,758101 
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AFRICAN & 
OVERSEAS 
ENTERPRISES LTD 
S31 0,004942 0,004557 1,084403 0,303600 0,105220 0,389951 0,051945 0,112713 0,460861 
ARCELORMITTAL 
SOUTH AFRICA 
LIMITED 
S32 0,001871 0,000171 1,094860 0,000000 0,875796 0,339301 1,635533 1,845357 0,886296 
LIBERTY 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S33 0,011834 0,005157 2,294618 0,034800 0,236479 0,46176 7,089878 4,001600 1,771761 
SEARDEL 
INVESTMENT 
CORPORATION 
LIMITED 
S34 0,007923 0,004013 1,974221 0,076600 0,280449 0,092679 0,079385 0,064206 1,236411 
HYPROP 
INVESTMENTS 
LIMITED 
S35 0,000122 0,000068 1,809896 0,091800 0,189614 0,9832 0,109611 3,110244 0,035242 
ILLOVO SUGAR 
LIMITED 
S36 0,001846 0,000318 5,811658 0,000000 0,665192 0,441922 0,161597 0,178176 0,906952 
IMPERIAL 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S37 -0,001400 0,000961 -1,456199 0,163600 0,110903 0,09372 0,865450 0,374120 2,313295 
GROWTHPOINT 
PROPERTIES 
LIMITED 
S38 -0,000043 0,000045 -0,938407 0,361200 0,049249 0,999403 0,156214 0,222329 0,702625 
GROUP FIVE 
LIMITED 
S39 0,002587 0,000470 5,502581 0,000000 0,640428 0,280451 0,255558 0,492296 0,519115 
HOWDEN AFRICA 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S40 0,018705 0,005196 3,599923 0,004800 0,564449 0,25425 0,295639 0,051712 5,717029 
SANLAM LIMITED S41 0,000268 0,000948 0,282803 0,783700 0,008808 0,003369 0,056042 0,003346 16,748954 
NAMPAK 
LIMITED 
S42 0,000586 0,000669 0,876745 0,392800 0,043260 0,403391 0,447342 0,426848 1,048012 
GRINDROD 
LIMITED 
S43 0,003427 0,000711 4,817798 0,000200 0,577232 0,297272 0,455802 0,397498 1,146677 
FOSCHINI GROUP 
LIMITED (THE) 
S44 -0,000557 0,000775 -0,718778 0,482000 0,029494 0,37069 0,278859 0,279225 0,998689 
TSOGO SUN 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S45 0,000455 0,000582 0,782300 0,452200 0,057670 0,383343 0,203326 0,080364 2,530063 
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MASSMART 
HOLDINGS LTD 
S46 0,002215 0,000590 3,755050 0,013200 0,738225 0,590979 0,215216 0,393769 0,546554 
PICK 'N PAY 
STORES LIMITED 
S47 0,000950 0,000373 2,546986 0,020200 0,264920 0,703079 0,205506 0,202860 1,013043 
PREMIUM 
PROPERTIES 
LIMITED 
S48 0,000662 0,000209 3,160476 0,006500 0,399727 0,78513 0,052131 0,353733 0,147374 
CAXTON AND 
CTP PUBLISHERS 
AND PRINTERS 
LIMITED 
S49 0,003257 0,002723 1,196263 0,247100 0,073647 0,197332 0,588666 0,333287 1,766244 
RAINBOW 
CHICKEN 
LIMITED 
S50 0,001697 0,000594 2,857747 0,012000 0,352519 0,263945 0,147758 0,093915 1,573316 
OCEANA GROUP 
LIMITED 
S51 0,001532 0,004706 0,325464 0,748400 0,005544 0,568942 0,339649 0,368854 0,920822 
PUTPROP 
LIMITED 
S52 0,006758 0,005135 1,315978 0,206700 0,097666 0,615915 0,140550 0,065493 2,146031 
SHOPRITE 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S53 -0,000237 0,000309 -0,768114 0,453000 0,033542 0,367288 0,213297 0,208787 1,021601 
SASFIN 
HOLDINGS LTD 
S54 0,024077 0,005002 4,813372 0,000300 0,623337 0,392615 0,397259 0,450114 0,882574 
KAGISO MEDIA 
LIMITED 
S55 0,002986 0,001696 1,760262 0,106100 0,219776 0,493184 0,156014 0,052856 2,951680 
ITALTILE LIMITED S56 0,008542 0,008389 1,018190 0,322900 0,057478 0,203841 1,545478 0,786310 1,965482 
CAPEVIN 
INVESTMENTS 
LIMITED 
S57 0,017330 0,007747 2,236819 0,055700 0,384774 0,527163 0,310353 0,378699 0,819524 
MASONITE 
(AFRICA) LIMITED 
S58 0,016414 0,014330 1,145435 0,267000 0,067938 0,194883 0,174437 0,440791 0,395736 
METAIR 
INVESTMENTS 
LIMITED 
S59 0,012858 0,022884 0,561867 0,581500 0,018232 0,266477 2,042492 2,042513 0,999990 
MUSTEK LIMITED S60 0,003646 0,001949 1,870880 0,088200 0,241389 0,098406 0,180403 0,019375 9,311123 
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ASTRAL FOODS 
LIMITED 
S61 0,005292 0,002242 2,360985 0,056200 0,481608 0,474145 0,663263 0,903294 0,734271 
MVELAPHANDA 
GROUP LIMITED 
S62 0,000423 0,000674 0,627336 0,543200 0,034541 0,022399 0,374731 0,033543 11,171660 
MEDICLINIC 
INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED 
S63 0,000353 0,000444 0,796175 0,437600 0,038109 0,284187 0,118053 0,052437 2,251330 
ASTRAPAK 
LIMITED 
S64 0,008174 0,002216 3,689569 0,003100 0,531486 0,155532 0,123174 0,048488 2,540299 
THE BIDVEST 
GROUP LIMITED 
S65 0,002212 0,000782 2,826958 0,011600 0,319774 0,362189 1,038924 0,598243 1,736625 
PRIMESERV 
GROUP LIMITED 
S66 0,007076 0,002916 2,426955 0,041400 0,424051 0,034409 0,011853 0,001428 8,300420 
AFRICAN BANK 
INVESTMENTS 
LIMITED 
S67 -0,000040 0,000407 -0,098798 0,922900 0,000813 0,635677 0,382846 0,264249 1,448808 
OMNIA 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S68 0,011679 0,003203 3,646230 0,003800 0,547232 0,298888 0,625276 0,654956 0,954684 
PALABORA 
MINING 
COMPANY 
LIMITED 
S69 0,002191 0,003324 0,659015 0,518200 0,023559 0,25793 3,074486 4,310820 0,713202 
ILIAD AFRICA 
LIMITED 
S70 0,002238 0,000939 2,383147 0,036300 0,340503 0,244663 0,102695 0,144360 0,711381 
ADAPTIT 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S71 0,017942 0,004535 3,956121 0,016700 0,796447 0,166116 0,012967 0,001543 8,403759 
JASCO 
ELECTRONICS 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S72 0,002247 0,001749 1,285158 0,216000 0,088552 0,339347 0,054440 0,101638 0,535626 
NASPERS 
LIMITED 
S73 -0,000459 0,000170 -2,708390 0,014400 0,289531 0,109561 0,161952 0,955878 0,169427 
MURRAY & 
ROBERTS 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S74 0,001351 0,000497 2,719714 0,015100 0,316147 0,30021 0,614461 0,993021 0,618779 
EXXARO 
RESOURCES 
LIMITED 
S75 -0,000119 0,000416 -0,285126 0,787000 0,015999 0,380653 1,088327 6,638779 0,163935 
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NU-WORLD 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S76 0,033071 0,003539 9,344395 0,000000 0,837036 0,204749 0,272433 0,159235 1,710886 
NICTUS LIMITED S77 0,030493 0,005478 5,566540 0,000100 0,673816 0,131725 0,029004 0,032233 0,899823 
AFGRI LIMITED S78 0,001357 0,000754 1,798926 0,099500 0,227318 0,386675 0,089033 0,055806 1,595402 
INVICTA 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S79 0,010662 0,001534 6,950453 0,000000 0,751200 0,371201 0,122860 0,119859 1,025038 
WILSON BAYLY 
HOLMES - 
OVCON LIMITED 
S80 0,011221 0,000871 1,288600 0,000000 0,922243 0,242842 0,287493 0,525532 0,547051 
ACUCAP 
PROPERTIES 
LIMITED 
S81 0,000939 0,000343 2,733402 0,111800 0,788840 0,172415 0,035942 0,271577 0,132346 
MOBILE 
INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED 
S82 -0,000029 0,000052 -0,545025 0,605400 0,047173 0,349186 0,014799 0,061079 0,242293 
ABSA GROUP 
LIMITED 
S83 0,003811 0,006815 0,559205 0,591300 0,037618 0,839268 0,617553 1,600720 0,385797 
FOUNTAINHEAD 
PROPERTY TRUST 
S84 -0,000189 0,000436 -0,433390 0,682800 0,036205 0,171466 0,022239 0,028569 0,778431 
ASPEN 
PHARMACARE 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S85 0,301728 0,062376 4,837239 0,000200 0,609364 0,361645 19,451330 0,152644 127,429378 
ALLIED 
ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 
LIMITED 
S86 -0,006231 0,005605 -1,111724 0,290000 0,101008 0,258696 0,384436 0,353423 1,087750 
AMALGAMATED 
APPLIANCE 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S87 0,000149 0,000163 0,909729 0,382500 0,069972 0,479073 0,052705 0,112554 0,468264 
ALLIED 
TECHNOLOGIES 
LIMITED 
S88 -0,000548 0,000598 -0,916690 0,389800 0,107179 0,295026 0,954403 0,944268 1,010733 
AVENG LIMITED S89 0,037061 0,034516 1,073718 0,314300 0,125957 0,333046 0,634580 1,522617 0,416769 
ELB GROUP 
LIMITED 
S90 0,003332 0,006672 0,499403 0,625800 0,018824 0,048919 0,162041 0,032339 5,010699 
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DATACENTRIX 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S91 -0,000185 0,000137 -1,352472 0,234200 0,267848 0,419156 0,049163 0,027339 1,798274 
DELTA EMD 
LIMITED 
S92 -0,003911 0,002581 -1,515324 0,173500 0,247005 1,001657 1,128759 2,148781 0,525302 
GIJIMA GROUP 
LIMITED 
S93 0,000265 0,000969 0,273854 0,797800 0,018404 0,196883 0,018366 0,013812 1,329713 
QUANTUM 
PROPERTY 
GROUP LIMITED 
S94 -0,000117 0,000264 -0,443261 0,669300 0,023971 0,245445 0,020052 0,193877 0,103426 
AG INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED 
S95 -0,000055 0,000089 -0,623152 0,552900 0,052558 0,548167 0,020829 0,207702 0,100283 
DISTELL GROUP 
LIMITED 
S96 0,002701 0,002663 1,014239 0,334400 0,093273 0,396145 0,207168 0,230021 0,900648 
CROOKES 
BROTHERS 
LIMITED 
S97 -0,004047 0,010844 -0,373178 0,717700 0,015238 0,189546 0,670835 0,290239 2,311319 
PEREGRINE 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S98 0,000111 0,000040 2,763161 0,020000 0,432948 0,402446 0,139820 0,203282 0,687813 
EXCELLERATE 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S99 0,000023 0,000058 0,397318 0,717700 0,049990 0,163005 0,015119 0,004088 3,698386 
CONTROL 
INSTRUMENTS 
GROUP LTD 
S100 -0,000050 0,002182 -0,022820 0,982400 0,000065 0,377049 1,098760 0,108290 10,146459 
AECI LIMITED S101 0,011932 0,040989 0,291101 0,775900 0,007012 0,252598 1,261439 0,436508 2,889842 
MONEYWEB 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S102 0,000691 0,000545 1,266285 0,294800 0,348319 0,523841 0,002520 0,006512 0,386978 
COMPU-
CLEARING 
OUTSOURCING 
LIMITED 
S103 0,000689 0,000509 1,354853 0,205300 0,155093 0,585395 0,047029 0,016148 2,912373 
CITY LODGE 
HOTELS LIMITED 
S104 0,007322 0,005411 1,353031 0,199100 0,123440 0,096471 0,534525 0,064823 8,245916 
BASIL READ 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S105 -0,000063 0,000760 -0,083041 0,935000 0,000492 0,206117 0,211155 0,146331 1,442996 
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TRANSPACO 
LIMITED 
S106 0,001307 0,000441 2,963764 0,011800 0,422630 0,374698 0,106862 1,332709 0,080184 
CLICKS GROUP 
LIMITED 
S107 0,000637 0,001246 0,511334 0,617700 0,019716 0,358107 0,166236 0,086166 1,929253 
PETMIN LIMITED S108 -0,000015 0,000149 -0,096994 0,924000 0,000627 0,234948 0,037889 0,309622 0,122372 
TRENCOR 
LIMITED 
S109 0,000286 0,001171 0,243987 0,811000 0,004558 0,282368 0,311571 1,637052 0,190324 
DORBYL LIMITED S110 0,000044 0,000798 0,055614 0,956600 0,000258 0,22398 1,095886 0,721487 1,518927 
MTN GROUP 
LIMITED 
S111 0,041106 0,187033 0,219778 0,830100 0,004372 0,133489 0,853773 0,096138 8,880703 
SPANJAARD 
LIMITED 
S112 -0,001001 0,000367 -2,728321 0,014300 0,304525 0,445682 0,170366 0,087908 1,938003 
SUN 
INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED 
S113 -0,007535 0,003939 -1,913037 0,075000 0,196129 0,140801 1,080124 0,351553 3,072436 
ASSORE LIMITED S114 0,377265 0,027332 13,803260 0,000000 0,969470 0,342329 4,289898 10,799020 0,397249 
CADIZ HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S115 -0,003617 0,002813 -1,286074 0,239300 0,191124 0,317666 0,068659 0,034714 1,977848 
BOWLER 
METCALF 
LIMITED 
S116 -0,003175 0,004547 -0,698372 0,511100 0,075176 0,034687 0,044160 0,002181 20,247593 
ADVTECH  
LIMITED 
S117 0,000015 0,000019 0,787890 0,451000 0,064524 0,999901 0,038403 0,057388 0,669182 
CAPITAL 
PROPERTY FUND 
LIMITED 
S118 -0,001949 0,000448 -4,347368 0,004800 0,759032 0,088913 0,080475 0,023528 3,420393 
BRIMSTONE 
INVESTMENT 
CORPORATION 
LIMITED 
S119 0,002518 0,003464 0,727117 0,494500 0,080981 0,288013 0,063106 0,259596 0,243093 
DIGICORE 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S120 -0,004294 0,018694 -0,229702 0,827400 0,010442 0,271015 0,039425 0,037332 1,056065 
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EOH HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S121 -0,000546 0,000347 -1,574141 0,149900 0,215886 0,680011 0,016953 0,040071 0,423074 
SPUR 
CORPORATION 
LIMITED 
S122 -0,009432 0,024804 -0,380284 0,715000 0,020241 0,267733 0,142741 0,028099 5,079932 
WINHOLD 
LIMITED 
S123 -0,000032 0,000030 -1,090792 0,298700 0,097608 0,192551 0,013104 0,018290 0,716457 
PSG GROUP 
LIMITED 
S124 0,001493 0,002696 0,553666 0,594900 0,036904 0,347054 0,510801 0,574197 0,889592 
MR PRICE 
GROUP LIMITED 
S125 -0,000234 0,000108 -2,172691 0,047500 0,252160 0,333939 0,297261 0,083995 3,539032 
STANDARD BANK 
GROUP LIMITED 
S126 0,005958 0,005841 1,019960 0,334400 0,103614 0,665672 1,089775 2,380249 0,457841 
SYCOM 
PROPERTY FUND 
S127 0,000027 0,000692 0,038428 0,970200 0,000164 0,476611 0,088938 0,587784 0,151311 
TRUWORTHS 
INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED 
S128 -0,000363 0,000220 -1,651734 0,137200 0,254303 0,108097 0,080886 0,009044 8,943609 
DISCOVERY 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S129 0,000007 0,000025 0,272399 0,794400 0,012216 0,214201 0,083859 0,064865 1,292824 
BUSINESS 
CONNEXION 
GROUP LIMITED 
S130 -0,004033 0,034477 -0,116990 0,925900 0,013502 0,185965 0,182702 0,040117 4,554229 
MINE 
RESTORATION 
INVESTMENTS 
LIMITED 
S131 -0,000017 0,000254 -0,066824 0,947700 0,000343 0,327218 0,008954 0,034608 0,258726 
CASHBUILD 
LIMITED 
S132 0,004319 0,056860 0,075968 0,940400 0,000361 0,205896 0,266645 0,154500 1,725858 
CARGO CARRIERS 
LIMITED 
S133 0,000136 0,000068 1,996269 0,064400 0,209906 0,524142 0,055236 0,228609 0,241618 
REUNERT 
LIMITED 
S134 -0,094810 0,206066 -0,460094 0,659400 0,029353 0,100423 0,805643 0,089819 8,969628 
SABLE HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S135 0,000014 0,000513 0,027046 0,978800 0,000046 0,394015 1,236857 1,471265 0,840676 
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SANTAM 
LIMITED 
S136 -0,379543 0,712151 -0,532952 0,647400 0,124358 0,249703 4,822342 0,803965 5,998199 
ACCENTUATE 
LIMITED 
S137 0,002948 0,000677 4,357162 0,143600 0,949962 0,342107 0,019124 0,046937 0,407440 
ARB HOLDINGS 
LTD, 
S138 -0,001827 0,001004 -1,818845 0,210600 0,623224 0,101124 0,042835 0,002053 20,864588 
AVUSA LIMITED S139 0,025451 0,102540 0,248206 0,827100 0,029883 0,104987 0,232018 0,070838 3,275332 
AUSTRO GROUP 
LIMITED 
S140 0,000146 0,000778 0,187462 0,868600 0,017268 0,338006 0,006761 0,017273 0,391420 
MAZOR GROUP 
LIMITED 
S141 0,002601 0,002058 1,263719 0,333700 0,443979 0,436666 0,051989 0,044930 1,157111 
JSE LTD S142 0,001845 0,001596 1,156068 0,312000 0,250444 0,286239 0,250536 0,095577 2,621300 
ZURICH 
INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
SOUTH AFRICA 
LIMITED 
S143 0,078931 0,063141 1,250075 0,337700 0,438626 0,148195 11,868730 1,324152 8,963269 
SOUTH OCEAN 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S144 0,000135 0,000337 0,399955 0,727900 0,074059 0,332883 0,021247 0,031061 0,684041 
PIONEER FOOD 
GROUP LIMITED 
S145 0,098969 0,008952 11,056010 0,008100 0,983902 0,551028 0,428789 0,466391 0,919377 
IQUAD GROUP 
LIMITED 
S146 0,001552 0,009620 0,161327 0,886700 0,012846 0,397652 0,080009 0,152067 0,526143 
MIX TELEMATICS 
LIMITED 
S147 -0,000122 0,001739 -0,070424 0,950300 0,002474 0,148386 0,012901 0,000776 16,625000 
ZEDER 
INVESTMENTS 
LIMITED 
S148 -0,000248 0,000503 -0,492651 0,671000 0,108220 0,230085 0,014308 0,015027 0,952153 
ESORFRANKI LTD, S149 0,000812 0,001604 0,506052 0,647700 0,078649 0,1227 0,066225 0,026369 2,511472 
ANDULELA 
INVESTMENT 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S150 -0,000137 0,001024 -0,133540 0,898100 0,002963 0,187748 0,006650 0,002925 2,273504 
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LEWIS GROUP 
LTD 
S151 0,113387 0,069434 1,633010 0,163400 0,347831 0,17382 0,893533 0,110423 8,091910 
ISA HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S152 0,000109 0,000059 1,840660 0,125000 0,403912 1,255508 0,019702 0,028251 0,697391 
VUKILE 
PROPERTY FUND 
LTD 
S153 -0,000010 0,000055 -0,173310 0,869200 0,005971 0,467861 0,012238 0,172608 0,070901 
THE SPAR GROUP 
LIMITED 
S154 -0,000018 0,000072 -0,246898 0,820900 0,019915 0,805341 0,220596 0,149104 1,479477 
METMAR 
LIMITED 
S155 -0,002656 0,008468 -0,313606 0,783500 0,046870 0,330386 0,124466 0,120588 1,032159 
AFRIMAT 
LIMITED 
S156 0,007809 0,000239 32,640560 0,000100 0,997192 0,307994 0,059600 0,026598 2,240770 
MONDI LTD, S157 0,000835 0,000128 6,522075 0,022700 0,955094 0,381818 0,094058 0,094058 1,000000 
STEFANUTTI 
STOCKS 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S158 0,006929 0,001576 4,395855 0,048100 0,906207 0,254155 0,081337 0,016119 5,046033 
RAUBEX GROUP 
LIMITED 
S159 0,005123 0,000849 6,036925 0,026400 0,947977 0,337827 0,203927 0,116822 1,745622 
TELEMASTERS 
HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 
S160 0,027894 0,011537 2,417925 0,136800 0,745105 0,713971 0,042695 0,036266 1,177273 
AMALGAMATED 
ELECTRONIC 
CORPORATION 
LIMITED 
S161 0,014074 0,004812 2,924749 0,043000 0,681380 0,268151 0,024624 0,008011 3,073774 
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FIGURE 1:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
Colombia 
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FIGURE 2:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
Indonesia 
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FIGURE 3:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
Vietnam 
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FIGURE 4:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
Egypt 
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FIGURE 5:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
Turkey 
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FIGURE 6:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
South Africa 
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FIGURE 7:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
CIVETS(5) 
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FIGURE 8:  Histograms of SOA and Relative Volatility estimations of 
CIVETS(10) 
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TABLE 2: Mean and median tests for Columbia 
 
 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  8.421158  
Sample Std. Dev. =  16.93666  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.111806 0.3285 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  0.859079  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 1.887760 0.0591 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 5 3.00000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 5   
    
    
Hypothesis Testing for SOA  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean = -0.000342  
Sample Std. Dev. =  0.003613  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic -0.211619 0.8427 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  2.23e-05  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 0.000000 1.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 3 2.66666667  
Obs <  0.000000 2 3.50000000  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 5   
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TABLE 3: Mean and median tests for Indonesia 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  0.592480  
Sample Std. Dev. =  6.767152  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.032226 0.3038 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  0.000685  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 9.222538 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 125 74.0160000  
Obs <  0.000000 14 34.1428571  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 139   
    
    
 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  51.44007  
Sample Std. Dev. =  371.1291  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.634120 0.1045 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  1.007428  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 10.22752 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 139 70.0000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 139   
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TABLE 4: Mean and median tests for Vietnam 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  0.088220  
Sample Std. Dev. =  0.113368  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 3.013830 0.0093 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  0.062552  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 3.323247 0.0009 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 14 8.50000000  
Obs <  0.000000 1 1.00000000  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 15   
    
    
 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  1.552383  
Sample Std. Dev. =  1.852046  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 3.246331 0.0059 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  1.080322  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 3.380054 0.0007 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 15 8.00000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 15   
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TABLE 5: Mean and median tests for Egypt  
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  0.084112  
Sample Std. Dev. =  0.252374  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 2.886298 0.0051 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  0.025147  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 6.244258 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 68 38.3529412  
Obs <  0.000000 7 34.5714286  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 75   
    
    
 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  5.776676  
Sample Std. Dev. =  34.86651  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.434829 0.1555 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  1.106837  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 7.522153 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 75 38.0000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 75   
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TABLE 6: Mean and median tests for Turkey 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  0.099973  
Sample Std. Dev. =  0.780000  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.124687 0.2643 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  0.000192  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 4.191463 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 57 40.8333333  
Obs <  0.000000 20 33.7750000  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 77   
    
    
 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  6.236464  
Sample Std. Dev. =  25.93516  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 2.110060 0.0381 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  1.250293  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 7.621278 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 77 39.0000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 77   
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TABLE 7: Mean and median tests for South Africa 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  0.006354  
Sample Std. Dev. =  0.051237  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.573635 0.1175 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  0.000785  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 6.286399 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 114 89.8728070  
Obs <  0.000000 47 59.4787234  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 161   
    
    
    
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    Sample Mean =  3.127714  
Sample Std. Dev. =  10.45465  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 3.796039 0.0002 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  1.048012  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 11.00478 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    Obs >  0.000000 161 81.0000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 161   
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TABLE 8: Mean and median tests for CIVETS(10) 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA   
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000   
     
     Sample Mean =  0.317331   
Sample Std. Dev. =  4.882910   
     
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.061914 0.2892 
     
     Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000  
     
     Sample Median =  0.000994   
     
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 10.63364 0.0000 
     
Median Test Summary    
     
     Category Count Mean Rank   
     
     Obs >  0.000000 220 142.361364   
Obs <  0.000000 47 94.8617021   
Obs =  0.000000 0    
     
     Total 267    
     
     
 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL  
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000  
    
    
Sample Mean =  28.12478  
Sample Std. Dev. =  268.5373  
    
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.711356 0.0882 
    
    Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000 
    
    Sample Median =  1.010733  
    
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 14.16379 0.0000 
    
Median Test Summary   
    
    
Category Count Mean Rank  
    
    
Obs >  0.000000 267 134.000000  
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA  
Obs =  0.000000 0   
    
    Total 267   
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TABLE 9: Mean and median tests for CIVETS (5) 
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for SOA   
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000   
     
     Sample Mean =  0.209122   
Sample Std. Dev. =  3.686420   
     
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.232440 0.2184 
     
     Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000  
     
     Sample Median =  0.001090   
     
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 13.64965 0.0000 
     
Median Test Summary    
     
     Category Count Mean Rank   
     
     Obs >  0.000000 381 252.715223   
Obs <  0.000000 91 168.609890   
Obs =  0.000000 0    
     
     Total 472    
     
          
     
     
 
 
Hypothesis Testing for RELVOL   
Test of Hypothesis: Mean =  0.000000   
     
     Sample Mean =  18.28937   
Sample Std. Dev. =  202.8713   
     
Method Value Probability 
t-statistic 1.958615 0.0507 
     
     Test of Hypothesis:  Median =  0.000000  
     
     Sample Median =  1.084953   
     
Method Value Probability 
Wilcoxon signed rank 18.82467 0.0000 
     
Median Test Summary    
     
     Category Count Mean Rank   
     
     Obs >  0.000000 472 236.500000   
Obs <  0.000000 0 NA   
Obs =  0.000000 0    
     
     Total 472    
     
          
     
 
